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Inside this Issue
The Energy Question. By
Nancy Daly. Finding new
energy sources and conserving the old ones were the
topics during a student and faculty
sponsored symposium held on campus. Secretary of Energy Charles
Duncan, Jr. '47, economists, scientists, and sociologists participated.
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One Alternative. By Nancy
Volksen '80. Arthur Few,
associate professor of space
physics and astronomy and
environmental science, discusses
his award-winning research into
biomass fuels.
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Taking a Chance — Second in a series of profiles on
Rice entrepreneurs. By Nancy Daly. Steve Shaper '58 is
currently president of five companies and co-owner of a number of
others. Since he left school he has
started or developed twenty-nine
companies.

May 12
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Tennis — women
May 21-24 SWAIAW Championship,
Baton Rouge
Track — men
May 7
UT quad relays, Austin
May 16-17 SWC Championship, Waco
May 24
Quad Conference Championship, Austin
NCAA Championship, Austin
June 5-7
Track — women
May 10
Regional Championship, Denton
May 21
SWAIAW Regional Championship, Baton Rouge

May 13-14,
20-21
May 20-21
May 21-22

May 29June 5
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In the Marketplace: The
outlook for the liberal arts
graduate. By Nancy Volksen.
Some sources say that the
job market for graduates in the liberal arts is meager. For Rice graduates the situation is not quite so
bad, says Alan Grob, professor of
English.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

The Office of Continuing Studies and Special Programs continues its diverse spring
schedule. For more information on any of
these courses call (713) 527-4019 or 5274803. Unless otherwise noted, classes meet
on the Rice campus.
May 3-4

"Offshore Geologic Hazards."
Immediately preceding

TR
May 13

4-6 P.M.

May 28-30

May and
June

The Young Alumni Committee has scheduled several activities to wind up your
spring and begin your summer. Call the
alumni office for more details, (713) 5274057.
"A Walking Tour of the CamMay 17
pus with Bud Morehead." A
film produced by Doug
Killgore '70 and shown to
alumni groups all over the
country. Party and film showing, 1600 W. 13th St., at
Killgore's production studio.
Annual Young Alumni WeekJune 27-28
end in New Braunfels.
The Rice Women's Club finishes its Sunday
afternoon series of programs held on the
second Sunday of each month at 3 P.M. in
the Kyle Morrow Room, Fondren Library.
Dues are $7 per year, and all Rice alumnae
are welcome.
May 11
Tour of Galveston, Bus Trip,
and Lunch.
May 16-17 Housing Within the Loop, A
Symposium. Sponsored by the
Rice Design Alliance. An
exploration of the complex
issues related to the 610
Loop in Houston as a housing
environment. The focus will
be on current private sector
efforts and public sector
activities in providing and
maintaining housing in the
area. Hours: 9 A.M. to 5:30
P.M. and 7 to 9 P.M., Friday,
May 16; 9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.,
Saturday, May 17. Sewall
Hall. Admission, includes
lunch both days, $25, public;
$20, RDA members; $15,
students. Call 527-4876 for
more information.

Offshore Technology Conference.
"Trade with China."
"Investing in Decorative
Arts: Collecting Americana."
4-6 P.M.
"College Round II Seminar in
Swimming." For people 55
and older.
"Remodeling Your Home."
7:30-9:30 P.M.
"Andean Market." Exporting
to Andean Common Market
countries in South America.
"The Art of Investing in Art."

June
Spring
and
Summer

"Teaching Technical and Professional Writing." 9 A.M. to 5
P.M. for three days. For
teachers and administrators.
"Annuities, Municipal Bonds
and Real Estate Investment."
4-6 P.M.
Science Fiction: A trilogy of
Seminars. "Metaphysics of
Science Fiction: Popular Science," Dr. Robert Haymes,
professor of space science.
"The Literature of Science
Fiction," Dr. Walter Isle,
professor of English. "Science Fiction Flicks," Brian
Hubennan, lecturer in film.
"Interior Decorating for
Home and Apartment."
"Intensive Language Courses." Rice continues its excellent seminars in foreign
languages, offering small
classes for in-depth, intensive
learning.

Aug. 25Sept. 3

Sept. 16Oct. 1

A
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Under the sponsorship of the
Office of Continuing Studies,
Provost Frank Vandiver will
lead a three-week tour of
World War I battle fields and
museums in Belgium, Italy,
and France, three days in
London. It is open to the
public and may be taken for
credit but enrollment is limited. Call (713) 527-4803 or
527-8101 ext. 2559 for
details.
An alumni group will be
"Floating through Burgundy,"
enjoying the culinary delights
of the region on board a river
barge.
Another alumni group will
spend some time floating
down the Danube, arriving in
Vienna for the opera season.
For more information about
either trip call the Alumni
Office (713)527-4057.

ART
Through
May 18

FILMS
The Rice Media Center shows films every
night except Monday and Tuesday. Showtimes are 7:30 and 10 P.M. on weekend
nights, and 7:30 P.M. on week nights.
Admission is $1.75. For movie information,
call 527-4853.

"Alvar Aalto," a retrospective
exhibition of the Finnish
architect's designs, including
photographs, original sketches, floor plans, and models of
Aalto's major buildings, and
an array of the designer's furniture. Rice Museum. Hours:
Tues.-Sat., 10 A.M.-5 P.M.;
Sun. noon-6 P.M.; closed Mon.
(713)527-4002.

LET TER S
TN EA TER
May 1-3,
8-10

May 15

"The Circle" by Somerset
Maugham. Main St. Theatre,
Autry House, 6265 Main St.
Curtain time, 8 P.M. Admission, $2 for students and senior citizens, $4, general. Call
524-6706 for reservations.
World premier of "The Survival of Kitty McDowell" by
Houston playwrights Diana
Pascal and Jack Weeks. Main
St. Theater. Curtain time, 8
P.M.

Through
May 24

"Many Moons" by James
Thurber. Saturday afternoon
fun for children. Curtain time
1:30 P.M. Admission, $2. Main
St. Theater.

To the Editor:
Re:"Loewenheim Uncovers Eisenhower
Secrets" in the Nov. SALLYPORT, hogwash!
These may have been personal discoveries
for Francis Loewenheim, but the scholarly
community has been aware of Ike's diaries,
1941-42, since summer 1976 and memoranda of apparently taped conversations since
the spring of 1977. Moreover, the Eisenhower Library has publicized these holdings
and they have been consulted by numerous
researchers prior to Loewenheim's
announcing these "startling discoveries" last
fall. Mr. Loewenheim owes us an explanation, better yet, an apology.
Dr. John W. Lanier, Jr. '60
Editor, Klein Forest High School
Houston, Texas
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Presidential express
On behalf of the president of the United
States I am pleased to invite you to a meeting on foreign and domestic policy
issues ...Participating will be senior members of the White House staff and members
of the National Security Council and domestic policy staff. The president will meet with
You in the East Room of the White House."
When John Cockerham '80, president of the
Rice Student Association, received a telegram with those words, he figured that one
of his Sid Richardson College buddies had
Played a pretty convincing practical joke on
hirn.
The invitation was real though, so Cockerham flew to Washington instead of studying all weekend for a CPA exam. "First, I
felt a little awed and then I felt honored
that they were taking time to survey our
°Pinions," Cockerham says. He was one of
three hundred student body presidents
invited to attend the conference. Before he
Went, Cockerham tried to gather as much
input as he could from fellow students.
Registration for the draft was the hottest
topic and reactions and opinions were
mixed. The Southwest Conference school
presidents "were pretty much for it,"
according to Cockerham. "I'd say at the
conference, at least two-thirds of the people were for registration. The people who
9PPosed the draft seemed to be mostly
trom the West Coast or the Northeast," he
adds.
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Spanish professor James Castaneda was
amazed and distressed to find a U.S. distnct judge quoted in a recent edition of the
Houston Post as saying that he had "never
seen anything of worldwide importance
Written in Spanish." The judge's statement
,carne while presiding over a suit which challenges Texas law forbidding public fund use
for the education of the children of illegal
ahens
Regaining his composure, Castaiieda
resolutely began clearing piles of books by
Borges, Marquez, Neruda, and Cervantes
from the center of his desk and proceeded
to vvrite a letter of rebuttal to the Post.
.After citing numerous Nobel prize
Winners in literature, medicine, and science,
all from Spanish speaking countries, he
ent on to point out that the judge's words
failed to recognize even those Spanish contnbutions with which he should have been
most familiar. Stated Castafteda, "It is common
unique
co knowledge that Texas' three
ntributions to American law — 1) Method
of
Pleading, 2) Homestead exemption, and
,.3) Rights of married women — all derive
trom Spanish law."
Properly abashed, the judge has since
Offered a
heartfeltfavor de perdonarme from
the bench.
More or less energy
While all sorts of major policies and important research on
energy are necessary and
nwielcome. sometimes it is the little guys,
Plugging
in some obscure lab on a
Shoestringaway
who finally come up with
budget,
a solution.
Here at Rice two mechanical
engineering students are also searching for
some answers.
Michael Blazek '80 and Randy Scheirman
80 decided to try
their hand at the old
Problem of building a better electric car.
So with
the support and encouragement of
John Cheatham,
professor of mechanical
engineering
they began their senior lab
Prole
deep in the confines of Ryan Lab.
Blazek's father gave them a VW chassis.
They
discarded the body because of rust,

and then they spent about a month rebuilding the front end. "That was the hardest
part," Scheirman says. It took them about
two weeks to put the motor and batteries
on and to get the car running. The motor, a
4.5 horsepower, was hooked up to six, 6volt batteries. To keep costs down the batteries were borrowed from a campus electric service cart.
The biggest obstacle they see to marketing the car is the weight of the batteries,
about sixty pounds each. Right now, with
the six batteries, they get a speed of about
thirty miles per hour, but six more batteries would be just too heavy to be practical.
Blazek says, "I have doubts that it will ever
be more than a novelty unless batteries are
redesigned to weigh less." Their vehicle
has about a forty mile range before it needs
to be recharged. To reduce speed, you

simply turn the power off. They're developing a system of switches to control speed
increases.
Perhaps the most tantalizing element of
the whole experiment is that it only costs a
nickle to recharge the car overnight for
another forty miles.

Prince of a guy
Oil prices have risen significantly recently
and Rice has had to cut back on energy use
correspondingly, but it's not all bad news
from the Middle East. The Jake Hess Tennis Stadium now has lights due to some
pleasant fallout from that area. Last fall, a
Saudi Arabian prince, identified as "a thirtyfive year old son of the Faisal family," was
in town on business, the oil business of
course. He was staying at the Warwick and
a bellhop there referred him to the tennis
courts at Rice because he wanted to play
every day.

Coach Larry Turville says, "I was going
to charge him for balls and a court fee,
which came to $8. He said he didn't have
that, so he gave me $50. I think he liked it
that I didn't try to take advantage of him."
Later, after the prince had played at Rice
for a while, Turville mentioned to him that
it would be nice if the courts were lighted.
About a week after the conversation, the
prince called Turville and said, "I've got a
surprise for you." He gave Turville a certified check to cover the costs of the lights,
stipulating that he did not want to be identified as the giver.
"He is not a demanding type guy," Turvile says. "He just enjoys being a man on
the street. He yells just like you or I when
he hits a forehand long." Thanks to the
generosity of a "prince on the street," Rice
has some lighted tennis courts for everyone
to enjoy.

Small change
Graduation ceremonies are imminent and
naturally thoughts turn to the past sixtyseven such occasions. For J. Pickens Coleman '18, it took fifty years to participate in
the ceremonies. He had already left Rice to
serve in the War when the 1918 commencement was held and his diploma was
mailed to him. On his class's fiftieth reunion
in 1968, Coleman was at last asked again to
don a cap and gown and march in the acaMoving Back
demic procession.
The year 1968 may have been fairly Author Larry McMurtry, who calls himself
tumultuous on campus, but according to "a kind of Rice yo-yo," was here again in
Coleman it was no more so than his years April to give the special public lecture of
at Rice. Even some of the topics were the the Alumni Institute. McMurtry was at Rice
briefly as an undergraduate, he received his
same — war and hemlines.
Coleman fondly remembers many of his master's degree in English here, and later
professors and President Lovett, who told he taught at Rice.
Discovering the inside of an author's head
each new class of freshmen that "the first
aim of Rice is scholarship, the second aim is a fascinating prospect for many people
of Rice is scholarship, and the third aim of and the lecture drew a capacity crowd of
Rice is scholarship." That scholarship some- 800. McMurtry charmed his listeners with a
times took unusual forms. Coleman particu- candid reflection on the state of his writing
larly recalls filing correspondence between career.
"A persistent curiosity about characters
English professor Stockton Axson and his
brother-in-law President Woodrow Wilson, and languages" is still his motivation for
both fans of the limerick. Coleman collected writing, though "it seems insane that a
some gems from those letters, he says. writer would even want to do it. You sit in
a corner with a little machine and pour your
"One I remember went like this:
most vital emotions into characters that
There was a monk from Siberia
appear on sheets of paper from the little
Whose lot grew drearier and drearier,
machine. When I reflect on it, I become
When with a hell of a yell
more and more perplexed about how it
He burst from his cell,
wdrks," he says.'
And eloped with the Mother Superior."

The author, who owns and runs a rare
books business in Washington, D.C., is
probably best known for his novels Horseman Pass By, from which the movie Hud
was made, The Last Picture Show, Moving
On and Terms ofEndearment.
He is not terribly happy with the work
that he has been doing recently. "It's a little
unnatural for a novelist to continue writing
better and better work. It's unnatural for a
novelist to have an intense period of doing
their best work for more than twelve to fifteen years. lithe writer doesn't want to lay
down and die," he adds, "he continues to
write serious stuff and toward the end of
his life, he may have another period of
creativity."
Self repetition is the sin that McMurtry
feels most writers fall into in the middle of
their lives and it is one that he is trying to
avoid. On the other hand, he believes that
he did his best work earlier in his career
when he was writing about people in West
Texas and Houston, "the two places I feel I
have absorbed. I realized when I was halfway through the Hollywood novel that it
lacked a depth of reference. I need the language that's spoken down here. A writer
needs to hear his native language. He can't
just pick up any argot." Aptly illustrating his
point, he quoted an expression that he once
overheard in his home town — "a woman's
love, like the morning dew, is as apt to fall
on a horse's turd as on a rose."
He could have been talking to a much
more intimate group than 800. He was as
relaxed as if he were back teaching small
writing class, when he assured us that he
didn't want the whole lecture to sound like
a "middle aged man's complaint." And it
wasn't just a complaint. He is not optimistic
about his future work but he is certainly
hopeful. A writer has a certain amount of
acreage, he claims. "I'm convinced that the
only way to get any slightly increased acreage is to go crazy, like Yeats and Tolstoy,
neither wholly mad nor sane. They crashed
through their own defense mechanisms and
reaped the benefits of it."
Falling down on the job
Geoff Winningham '65, professor of art, has
had three books of his photographs published: Friday Night at the Coliseum, Going
Texan, and Rites of Fall. It sounds simple
enough, but for some reason nobody can
seem to get the names right.
Winningham says he regularly receives
letters about Saturday Night in the Coliseum, and Going Texas. One inquirer not only
made both of these errors, he also requested information on the Rights ofFall.
None of this excuses the Sallyport's own
faux pas, however. Though we blazoned
the correct title on the cover of the last
issue, in the accompanying text, we
referred to his book as the Rites ofSpring.
We just couldn't contain ourselves when
spring was bursting out all over.
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'1111EENERGY
By Nancy Daly

Charles Duncan '47
joined students, faculty, and guest speakers
for a symposium on
the energy outlook for
the next several decades. Energy, Duncan
said, is "the single
most important element that will affect
our national security,
our economy, our
standard of living, our
social and political
freedom, and the kinds
of lives our children
and our grandchildren
will be living in the
next century."

Photograph by Frank Grizzaffi

ebruary fourteenth was Energy Day
on campus, and classes were suspended for a day-long symposium — Energy and Our Present Generation — on
all aspects of energy from technology to
social effects. The symposium of lectures,
debates, and discussion included remarks
from Charles W. Duncan '47, U.S. secretary of energy. It was organized primarily
by a group of students with the help of several faculty members.
"When you talk energy, you are talking
about the single most important element
that will affect our national security, our
economy, our standard of living, our social
and political freedom, and the kinds of lives
our children and our grandchildren will be
living in the next century. It already has
more to do today with our inflation rate, the
value of the dollar and our balance of payments deficit than any other economic component. Energy is truly pervasive, it is an
issue that effects every American," Duncan
said.

F

A constant message voiced during the
symposium both in cool scientific terms and
in insistent rhetoric was that we must
change our patterns of energy use in this
country, both personally and industrially.
Although a few of the speakers posited
nuclear energy as a virtual panacea to our
energy problems, even they admitted that
within the next decade the transition will be
difficult. Other speakers castigated the
nuclear energy option for the high risk to
human life that it entails.
Norman Hackerman, president of the university, opened the symposium. "There is
no magic solution," he said. "There is no
single solution. Everything that stores energy will have to be used and all at one time.
We don't have the luxury of picking and
choosing." Citing the heavy use of oil in this
country, he said, "We're the hawk; we're
drawing on the world supply. Making a
'drastic change in our lifestyle' might be a
magic solution," he added, "but," he cautioned, "I don't think you want to do that."
Everyone agrees that we have some
energy problems and to the layman as well
as some of the experts, they sometimes
appear insolvable. The energy symposium
underscored the complexity of the problems
and the lack of concensus about the
solutions.
According to Secretary of Energy Duncan, "most people don't realize how serious
the energy crisis is." Speaking to a crowd
of about five hundred, most of whom were
students, he explained, "our capital infrastructure is based on cheap energy, not too
long ago we imposed fees on imported oil
to protect domestic supply, that speeded up
the depletion of domestic sources.
"The United States accounts for twentynine percent of the world's oil consumption,
sixteen percent of the production and six
percent of the reserves," he continued.
It is the sudden rise in the price of oil
from $13/barrel two years ago to $30+
presently, as well as the ramifications of the
nuclear accident at Three Mile Island this
past year, that precipitated much of the discussion during the symposium.
Peter Auer, a professor of mechanical
and aerospace engineering at Cornell, provided an overview of the problems and
alternatives in his lecture The Energy
Dilemma - Which is the Right Path? "A
long shortage could be fatal to the nation,"
he stated. "There are risks associated with
the present system (oil based) and with any
alternatives," he added.
Considering the availability of energy
resources he explained that new, more
expensive sources will be developed as
prices rise. Now, he said, "OPEC and the
Persian Gulf countries determine the marginal supply. It's a small but important fraction of the fuel supply that we can't do
without."
Conservation is one option that Auer presented — smaller cars, mass transit, lower
thermostats, a less energy-intensive mix of
goods and services, urban planning to use
less fuel. Or, "there is a school of thought
that energy is plentiful if we just use new
sources — shale, coal, sun, uranium. Even
more attractive is fusion, it's a virtually
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inexhaustible supply of energy. Breeder partially the result of the energy shortage,
reactors make more energy than they use.
are also quite probably shaping the popular
"But," he continued, "realities are not as response to it.
Promising as theory." While "we are slowly • While Klineberg was saying that "Ameribeginning to kick the foreign oil habit," coal cans aren't prepared to 'give up' anymore,"
IS not in much demand for environmental Carvel Glenn, a director of research with
reasons, there is an unofficial moratorium The Rice Center for Urban Design and
on breeder reactors for safety reasons, and Community Research, discussed the probsolar energy technology is not yet applica- lems that affect Houston as fuel becomes
ble for large-scale usage.
scarcer and more expensive.
To secure our present sources we have
An embargo or federal rationing would
to develop "a strategic petroleum reserve necessitate greater efficiency on the part of
in the U.S. or strategic petroleum bases in the public — fewer and shorter trips, carthe Mideast," Auer said. "The price of pools, bicycle riding, fuel-efficient cars. As
these is not reflected in our energy bill," he a result we might see employment loss,
added.
economic changes, lifestyle changes, and
In any of the choices we can make, he environmental changes, Glenn claimed. He
said, there are "real risks" to the economy, added, "an immediate reduction of ten to
the environment, or the public health and twenty-five percent in energy use would
safety. "The more subtle and worrisome result if the government restricts gas
effects," he continued, "touch on matters of sales."
ethics — climatic change, and genetic harm;
Franz Brotzen, professor of materials scithe endowment versus the burdens we're ence at Rice and master of Brown College,
leaving to future generations."
presented a tutorial on the Implications of
Auer came out in firm opposition to fur- High Energy Costs for the Third World.
ther government intervention in the free Non-industrialized, non-OPEC countries are
Market workings of the energy industry, considered "Third World." Western indusincluding the windfall profits tax. In fact, he trialized nations use much more fuel than
advocated that any present subsidies of Third World countries and often at lower
energy costs be found and eliminated. prices. Farmers in Sudan have to operate
Then, the higher prices will make us con- their irrigation pumps with fuel that costs
serve. "Above all, we have to see that the $7 a gallon.
roof doesn't collapse over us. Going to war
"With increasing literacy, Third World
Over oil is not only old-fashioned, it's fool- people begin aspiring to the standard of livish. The economic collapse would be devas- ing of industrial countries. They try to
tating. There is still some coal and oil. industrialize to achieve that standard, and
Surely, there is a place for nuclear physics. that takes energy, not just capital," he said.
Meanwhile, let's develop all solar sources
In the U.S., according to Brotzen, there
Possible." Auer also offered wind energy, are 1.5 persons per vehicle and the energy
which he called "a technological reality," as a consumption per person in coal equivalent is
choice, but he claims that gasahol made 11,554 kilograms. In Brazil, there are 12.6
from grain alcohol is not yet an econom- persons per vehicle and 731 kilograms of
ically viable alternative.
energy is consumed per person. In India,
.Duncan began his evening speech to the there are 366 persons per vehicle and 218
Rice Associates with a disclaimer: "I don't kilograms of energy consumed. "The disknow what the price of gasoline is going to crepancies between U.S. energy use and
be in the next six months." Earlier in the that in the Third World countries is embarday he had also refused to speculate as to rassing," he continued. "But," he added,
Whether or not there are going to be gaso- "it's an economic and political problem. We
this summer. To the students he can't ask developing countries to stop
linsaied, "beyond 1985 there will be more syn- industrializing. When the gross national
thetic fuels and nuclear power, but the syn- product increases, energy use increases.
thetic fuels will not be available in any
"Between 1960 and 1970 those countries
meaningful supply until 1990. We're in a increased their energy use 2.5 times." Bratransition now from an oil-dependent econo- zil, which has been the most successful of
my to an energy diversified one," he contin- the newly developing nations, is already
ued. "The burden of that transition will fall struggling under the increased price of oil.
°11 You. It's a management challenge of pheWhile some countries will continue to
nom
4 enal proportions.
grow, Brotzen predicted, such as Mexico,
We've got to emphasize conservation," Egypt, Taiwan, Brazil, Argentina, and
he
said, mentioning some programs in that South Korea, "undoubtedly, the developarea now before Congress. "We've got to ment of the Third World countries is
use coal where it can be used safely. We've slowed by the rising cost of fuel."
got sufficient coal to last us a hundred
Years. I believe nuclear power can be used
lthough the rising price of gasoline
safely. we've got to develop synthetic
and varying analyses of tensions in
fuels," he continued. "We'd be doing a disthe Mideast relating to oil raised a
_service to future generations if we didn't.
number of heated debates during the
Ile sophisticated solar options also should day, no energy topic raised such fervent
all be
supporters and detractors as that of nuclear
developed."
Underscoring the expected difficulties power. Some of the students and speakers
ddueetdoe the energy shortage in the coming saw it as the obvious answer to the diminStephen Klineberg, professor of ishing oil supply, while others saw it as an
cscaociolO
at Rice, discoursed on The often uncontrollable menace to public
hanging American Dream. "We're in for health.
s°rne really dramatic changes in lifestyles,
Chad Gordon, professor of sociology at
ai
vallies, and aspirations," Klineberg said. Rice, questioned the safety at the nuclear
readY, he feels, we've begun the process power industry in his tutorial The Anti°
df change. "We've experienced 'the halcyon Nuclear Social Movement. The key issues,
inaY,s of industrial society' from 1945 to he cited, as seen by nuclear foes are: reacIT ortO.
7
or In the fifties and early sixties the tor safety, transportation of radioactive
of social change had come to a wel- material, radioactive waste management,
c°11ne stop on a high plateau."
plutonium, breeder reactors, reprocessing
H.owever, during the seventies economic spent fuel, nuclear insurance, occupational
_PtiMism changed to a "profound pessimism health hazards for miners of radioactive
au.nout the
economic future of the country." fuel, economics, international proliferation
?
1 neberg also believes that Americans now of nuclear weapons, and the ease with
_aye a."massive, pervasive distrust of all which terrorists can get at dangerous
major institutions," particularly the gov- material.
ernment and big business. "Attitudes
To illustrate the dangers of nuclear powttOward science and technology have also er and the inadequate methods of dealing
oecorne
increasingly pessimistic," Klineberg with them, Gordon used the nuclear power
cled. "It has
abundantly clear accident at the Fermi Reactor in 1966. That
tsna.t science been made
is a mixed blessing." He also reactor, very near Detroit, came very close
, aid that he
believes "Americans are no to a core melt during the accident. The
:
1 nge.r so concerned with upward mobility core which contains the radioactive material
with maintaining a certain status of living becomes potentially explosive when the
getting the most out of life." All of heat rises to such a point that it begins to
`Hese attitudinal changes, which are at least melt. "It wasn't talked about much but it
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was potentially very dangerous," Gordon
said. He believes that the city of Detroit
was in extreme danger during the accident.
In fact, the anti-nuclear movement began,
according to Gordon, "when the United
Auto-Workers began protesting because
Fermi was so close to the auto industry.
The unions wanted to stop it but they ended up delaying it so much that the cost
went very high. This became the pattern
for future opposition."
Gordon is not along in his concern over
the safety issues in nuclear power. In 1969
in Cambridge, the Union of Concerned Scientists, which includes the president of
Harvard University and a number of other
prestigious scientists, began questioning the
measure of safety that was being used in
the entire industry, and particularly that
used for breeder reactors.
"Breeder reactors have an endless
source of plutonium since they generate it,
but they also generate many other radioactive materials and so they're very dangerous," Gordon said. "There have also been
over 800 fairly serious transportation accidents with radioactive material involved."
One of Gordon's favorite stories illustrating the inadequate safety at nuclear plants
involves a member of the West German
parliament who walked into a German
nuclear plant with a bazooka gun. He handed it to another member of parliament who
was leading a tour of the plant's security
system.
"Opposition didn't stop too many reactors
but economics did," Gordon concluded. He
favors on-site solar energy as a possible
answer to the nation's energy problems.
D. A. Buell, power plant superintendent
with Houston Lighting and Power, spoke in
favor of nuclear power. "In 1978," he said,
"nuclear power saved $6 billion in foreign
exchanges, and it supplied roughly thirteen
percent of all energy consumed in this
country." On the other hand, Buell brought
out one of the biggest problems with nuclear energy use, that of the disposal of nuclear waste. "In 1978, 73 million gallons of
nuclear waste were produced — roughly
one liter per person." Buell then asked the
students what each of them would do with
their liter.
Donald Beethe, of Brown and Root and
chairman of both the South Texas Society
of Nuclear Engineers and the American
Nuclear Society, feels that there are lots of
problems in the nuclear industry but that
they're all the result of government intervention. "If one is interested in generating
electricity and not using Mideast oil or even
if you do use Mideast oil, in terms of cost,
human suffering, etcetera, nuclear technology is the way to go," he claimed.
Nominally, Beethe was debating the merits of conservation as an energy policy with
Laura Keever of the Citizen's Environmental Coalition. However, in his fervor for
nuclear power, he only briefly addressed
the topic. He quoted a statement from a
member of the American Civil Liberties
Union: "'Conservation is great for you if
you're twenty, well-paid, and work for the
government, but if you're poor, black, and
out of work, it doesn't have the same ring.'
"Because of lack of orders, the nuclear
option in the U.S. is almost dead," he continued. "We had the capacity to build many
nuclear plants. Now, I put the number we
could start tomorrow at ten. The technology is being dismantled and it can't be reassembled quickly." He attributed much of
the present anti-nuclear sentiment to "the
stigma of the bomb."
"The president did two very significant
things a couple of weeks ago — he threatened war in the Mideast and he asked for
your names — to defend a fuel supply that
we wouldn't need if we weren't turning off
our domestic supply."
During the question period, Beethe deftly
sidestepped the problems of nuclear plants.
"Don't ask me if nuclear energy is safe.
Energy and safe are a contradiction in
terms. There are more deaths from coal
than from nuclear power plants," he
claimed. On the question of decommissioning nuclear plants after they become too
radioactive to use, he suggested burying

"Don't ask me if nuclear
energy is safe. Energy and
safe are a contradiction in
terms," Beethe, chairman
of the American Nuclear
Society, claimed.
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them in pieces or just letting them sit there
to decay out. Already, however, finding
appropriate burial sites for radioactive material has become a major problem in many
urban states. Beethe did suggest that some
waste material might be stored in glass containers inside steel containers and placed in
salt domes where there is very little water
to corrode the steel.
Secretary Duncan called to mind the long
standing safety record of the Navy in using
nuclear power as an example of how safe it
can be. "The Kemeny Commission (in
investigating the accident at Three Mile
Island) made a series of recommendations
to enhance the safety of nuclear power.
They pertain to matters of training, procedure, and discipline. The President accepted them and said in six months (May 1980)
he would like them implemented. There is a
much more serious problem with waste
management," Duncan said. Burying nuclear waste under nuclear testing sites is one
plan that has been considered, according to
Duncan.

"If the U.S. were to make a
serious commitment to conservation, we might consume
thirty to forty percent less
energy.,
part from the nuclear debate, the
need for immediate conservation was
frequently reiterated. Keever of the
Citizen's Environmental Coalition
claimed that "if the U.S. were to make a
serious commitment to conservation, we
might consume thirty to forty percent less
energy and still have the same standard of
living. Recently, energy consumption has
gone down but the GNP has continued to
go up." Keever suggested that we encourage building with conservation in mind. She
also spoke in favor of utility rate restructuring so that big users don't pay less than
small users.
"I believe that individual actions can make
a difference," Elizabeth Lankford, also of
the Citizen's Environmental Coalition, said.
She urged her listeners to insulate their
water heaters or consider solar domestic
water heaters, use heat reflective glass,
consider wind energy, use fluorescent lighting, which is more efficient, buy heaters
and stoves with automatic pilot lights, check
the energy efficieny rating (EER) of refrigerators and air conditioners before buying,
and stop heating seldom-used rooms.
Don Scales of Pullman Kellogg Company
believes that fuels derived from a coal base
are the answer to many of our energy problems. Presently, 258 billion tons of coal are
mined each year. "Coal is our most abundant resource," he claimed. "There are
substantial peat or young coal reserves in
the U.S."
Scales suggested that making gas from
coal or coal gassification may be the best
way to exploit our coal resources. "After
the initial capital investment of building a
plant, competitive pricing would theoretically keep costs down," he said. Scales added
that coal gassification plants would become
functional in much less time than nuclear
plants.
John Freeman, professor of space physics
and astronomy and master of Lovett College, spoke on the state of solar power satellite research at Rice. Freeman is the
director of Rice's Space Solar Power
Research Program.
The solar power satellite is envisioned as
a large-area solar energy collector, which
would remain above the same spot on earth
at all times, in a geosynchronous orbit. It
would convert solar energy into microwaves
and beam them down to a display of receiving antenna or rectenna on earth. The
microwaves would then be converted into
electricity.
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ONE
ALTERNATIVE

Such large scale use of solar power is
considered by many to be the most promising new source of energy. "Because
the geosynchronous orbit is in continuous
twenty-four hour sunlight for a large fraction of the year, and because the microwave beam penetrates clouds, haze, or fog
unimpeded, several problems inherent in
ground collected solar power are eliminated
By Nancy Volksen '80
and solar energy may be used to provide
baseload power," Freeman explained. He
he use of biomass fuels (those biomass is that it exists in a carefully
believes that in spite of the high cost of
derived from plant material) as an orchestrated photosynthetic and thermodybuilding such satellites the energy they proenvironmentally conscious alternative namic balance with the earth. Not only are
duce may be competitive in cost to other
to fossil fuels, solar power, and the physical products of the biomass renewfuture energy systems.
nuclear energy has been receiving an able, but also its chemical constituents —
There are still some problems with the increasing amount of consideration. While the chief among these being carbon dioxide.
solar power satellite and the Rice group is man has been burning wood to meet his "When we burn biomass and introduce carconducting research on some of them. Fac- needs for thousands of years, a determined bon dioxide into the atmosphere, that carulty members are working on everything effort is under way to find more efficient bon dioxide will be removed by the trees
from the design of the rectenna, its siting, methods of using this same fuel. Arthur A. that are growing at the same time we are
the satellite's energy conversion system Few, associate professor of space physics burning. It's a closed cycle that way.
beam frequency, human safety issues, in- and astronomy and environmental science,
Anytime we burn a fossil fuel — whether
teraction between the ionosphere and the won the 1979 Mitchell Energy Prize for his it's oil, natural gas, or coal — we are taking
microwaves, to cost comparison systems. paper on the implications of widespread fossilized carbon out of the earth, burning
Since the rectenna receiving the micro- biomass fuel conversion. He believes that it, and then putting carbon dioxide into the
waves will have to be about seventy-five biomass based fuels are a very attractive atmosphere, so the fossil fuels produce a
square kilometers, choice of a site presents solution to existing energy problems.
build-up of carbon dioxide in the atmosparticular problems.
Alongside all other known sources of phere. This build-up interacts with the cliPresently, the solar power satellite is energy, biomass fuels offer a competitive mate of the earth. Studies that have been
being designed with solar cells that convert option. Given adequate growth conditions, made with computers simulating the climate
the radiation into electricity which drives an botanical systems can convert solar energy show that if we were to double the amount
array of klystrons or microwave-frequency into stored chemical energy as well as any of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, then
generating devices. The microwaves are other system technology has devised and we would essentially cause a warming of
then beamed to earth. However, Freeman,
often at a lower cost. After completing a the earth sufficient to raise the sea level
together with Franz Brotzen of the materi- fuel efficicncy comparison of a number of from 50 to 100 feet. Something like this
als science department recently developed a large-scale energy conversion systems, and would cause Houston, New York, Washingdevice to convert solar energy directly into finding that certain figures tended to appear ton, D.C., and several other large cities to
microwaves, which are then beamed to time after time. Few tentatively concluded, be underwater. So that's of some concern."
earth. Their device, the photoklystron, is "if you want to produce a fuel from sunBiomass also stays in thermodynamic balless expensive and easier to manufacture light, it turns out that there are certain ance with the earth because it does not add
than the current solar cells and klystrons, physical, chemical, and thermodynamical any heat to the atmosphere. When biomass
therefore it should reduce the cost of the limitations that come into play in these sys- is burned, only heat which has already been
entire satellite significantly.
tems such that the bottom line of what they concentrated within it is released. "It would
nother issue that came up repeatedly are all doing is about the same number. have been released anyway, when the trees
during the discussions on energy was There is almost some universal law in fell on the ground and decayed." Again, the
that of how involved the government nature which says that if you're going to cycle is a closed one.
should be in the production, protec- produce a chemical fuel using sunlight, you
There are problems with biomass, howtion, and pricing of the nation's energy sup- have to pay ninety-five percent of the ener- ever. Presently, the economics are not
ply. Robert Lekaclunan, professor of eco- gy to get it."
right for conversion to biomass-based fuels.
nomics at City University of New York,
Not only is biomass a competitive solu- "The price of fuel has got to go up — that's
debated the issue with John Garret, mana- tion but it offers certain other attractive a precondition," Few says. Until the cost of
ger of Gulf Oil Corporation's Business qualities as well. Initially, biomass fuel use fuel is enough to offset the technological
Research Group.
is something for which the basic technology price of converting cellulose based products
Arguing for "explicit public control over already exists. Wood can be burned in fire- into usable energy, there will be no market
the major energy companies," Lekachman places or wood-burning stoves as it comes for biomass. Even given the proper ecosaid, "private markets are not only not from the forest; it can be dehydrated and nomic conditions, "there's still a lot of work
doing their jobs, they are certain to contin- `densified' to such an extent that its fuel to be done. There's a gap between what is
ue failing. The energy companies had a sub- value per weight approaches that of coal; theoretically possible and can be done with
stantial role in creating problems in 1973 and it can undergo pyrolysis in varying plants in a laboratory condition and what the
that have gotten worse. The emphasis if intensities to yield products like coal, oil, foresters say the trees in the woods can
you're in business is to improve oil profits and gas. "Anything you can do with petrole- do. We've got to figure out why there's a
in the short run rather than look at the long um, you can do with wood." Few also difference." And there remains the question
term. The oil industry is suddenly making points out that once the conversion process of what will happen to the earth's biomass
as much or more money in spite of rises in has begun, "the same facilities that would once it has been placed under the yoke of
oil prices. It's in their interests that OPEC be utilizing the biomass fuels could also util- fuel provider. "If we were to exploit the
prospers."
ize our waste to heat buildings and so forth. biomass resources in the same way that we
Garret countered by saying, "if I were If we were set up to use biomass, recycling have exploited all our other resources, then
the government, I'd rather the oil compa- of all cellulose would follow as a natural we could, in a very short time, do great
nies put in the risk capital and guaranteed consequence."
damage to the ecology," he adds. Few sees
me a bonus. We have a problem," he addIn his paper, Few gives other properties this, however, as a problem primarily for
ed, "and we'll have a disastrous energy of biomass which enhance its potential as a developing nations, although he is aware
shortfall if we don't marshall our technology major fuel source. The earth's biomass is that it could happen here, too. "It is my
and capital resources toward a concerted globally distributed and generally in propor- idea, or hope at least, that in a country like
energy development program. The capital tion with the population. There are enough ours with an economic system with feedneeded from the development program is 'energy crops' under research — sugar backs in it, that we would avoid this."
huge and profits should be put toward it cane, Sudan grass, kelp, soy beans, and, of
Recently, forest land has been converted
rather than moved to some other purpose course, trees — that crops compatible with on a large scale to more immediately proby the sometimes whimsical government."
- each region's climate and geography can be fitable uses, but Few believes that if
For now, the government will continue to found. Biomass is a renewable resource. In the growth of biomass could be made suffipursue the middle path to ease energy terms of maintaining a "limits to growth" ciently profitable, the situation might be
problems. "Deregulation of energy prices awareness, this is a very important feature. reversed. "If the economics are just right,
moves toward pricing energy at replace- "Under careful and informed management we can turn it around and the use of the
ment costs; it encourages developing other practices, the earth can produce a constant fuel will cause us to grow more instead of
sources and conserving," Duncan said. "By and sustained yield," Few claims. Biomass depleting our resources." With all the
the beginning of the next century, which is energy conversion uses a much lower tech- potential pluses of biomass, however, Few
only twenty years away, we will see our nology than either nuclear or solar power realizes that "it comes down to an economic
dependence on foreign oil dramatically and also requires a dispersed work force. question — and that's the touchy and
reduced and our social and economic Biomass fuels are essentially nonpolluting. unknown part."
growth based soundly on our own vast "Compared to coal, biomass is cleaner.
If the United States, or any other area,
resources," he added, citing the increased There's no sulfur in it so you have no prob- were to convert to the biomass as a major
amount of drilling activity recently, and the lem with sulfur dioxide and it produces less source of energy, one thing that seems
conservation efforts and alternative energy ash." Few remarked that just in terms of sure is that people will have to become
research which will be funded by the wind- cleaning and environmental protection more aware of their responsibility to the
fall profits tax. "The first synthetic fuels equipment, biomass would be less expen- land and of its fundamental value in their
plant is to be built this summer for coal gas- sive to burn than coal. Radiation and own lives. "Then we will really be paying
sification. Only the private sector can do microwave hazards and nuclear waste are the replacement price of energy and it will
this — make financial risks to develop new also avoided with biomass.
force us to conserve."
sources — but the government can help,"
A final and very appealing quality of the
Duncan concluded.
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SECOND IN A SERIES OF PROFILES ON RICE ENTREPRENEURS

TAKING A CHANCE
By Nancy Daly

S

itting in the library at Harvard's
graduate school of business administration, Steve Shaper '58 decided
that "heaven on earth" to him would
be having ten successful businesses in ten
different fields, each doing a half a million to
a million dollars of business a year. Today
he is the president of five companies which
are substantially larger than what he originally envisioned. He is co-owner of four
Others, plus owning a couple of little ones
that he doesn't usually count.
Shaper has developed twenty-nine companies since he got out of school, in such
diverse fields as roof truss manufacturing
and silk flower manufacturing and distribution. Anyone who knew the energetic Student Association president in 1958 probably
expected him to be successful, but he's a
little surprised. "Really I just did things at
night to make a little extra money — that's
how I got those businesses. Now, I'm doing
what I said I'd really like to be doing if I
had a choice," he says.
"The business you get into is almost never the business you stay in," he explains.
You go into a business and think, 'this is a
great business,' and that immediately leads
You into something else. I think that's a
very typical thing of entrepreneurs."
Shaper was initiated into manufacturing in
high school when he spent his spare time
doing almost every kind of work at the
small, family-owned window manufacturing
Plant. "I was not a guy that thought up all
these ingenious little businesses in high
school and college," he says emphatically,
laying to rest one popular stereotype of the
entrepreneur. He does admit that some
People "are semi-born with a desire to go
into business for themselves."
After receiving his bachelor's degree
from Rice with a major in mechanical engineering, Shaper got a master's degree in
business administration from Harvard and
then returned to Texas to work as an engineer for Texas Instruments. "While I was
Working there, two other guys and I went
into business making very expensive wooden planters for banks and office buildings."
One partner's return to school ended that
venture.
His full-time entree into the window making business came several years later. "My
dad ran a very small window making factory
for about fifteen years. One day he said,
ve had it,' and walked out the door. The
c°1-nPanY operated by itself for about a year
and a half, until it was nearly bankrupt. I
was in the Army at the time and so was my
brother. One of us had to come home and it
was me."
Shaper quickly concluded that he didn't
want to spend the rest of his life in window
Making. "It was a very grubby business.
had to hire the cheapest kind of labor.
roil had to cut any corner to make a
Profit"
,h Ile
H began rebuilding the business during
the day.
Then each evening he went to
work until midnight at the precision sheet
Metal business that he and several friends
had started. "We did really well in the
sheet metal business except that there
rw.ere three of us and we all knew how to
,nid• We could bid on almost all the work in
!
I,)Aril. We took all the good jobs and left all
,
Ine bad jobs. There was one big guy in
cu3wn who we were taking all the big jobs
Irnm• He got really mad at us. He cut his
Prices fifty percent and ran us out of busi,ness." The fledgling entrepreneur learned a
sfrom that experience, he claims.
, haPer was temporarily stuck with winuvv°
. w making again, but as soon as the
indow company had recovered, he. started

"It doesn't really have
anything to do with money. It
has to do with
accomplishment."
to diversify. "We went into commercial
window products, tub enclosures, and
steel doors. They all had more profit than
windows.
"At about the same time, we bought my
dad a gas barbecue grill. It burned food and
was terrible. We had good engineering and
we thought, if they can sell a lousy gas
product, we can sell a good gas product.
We spent about a year designing a really
good gas grill. It had a lot of new features."
He enjoys participating in the design
process almost as much as he likes building
companies.
Shaper's brother and a man who worked
for them loaded their grill on a truck and
started driving around the country to sell it.
Not only were the gas grills a success, but
the diversion led Shaper and his associates
into door to door sales in gas lights and
grills. "We started selling more lights than
grills, so naturally we said, "well heck, we'll
make lights."
Today El Patio and Charro, Shaper's gas
and electric grill manufacturing companies in
Houston, occupy much of his time, although
he regularly travels to all his other manufacturing plants. He tries to stay in close contact with all his partners.
Working with other people on his ventures is part of Shaper's philosophy. "What
I'm trying to do is find good people to be in
business with. In each company, I'm building around three or four really good people." To encourage managers at his companies who aren't business partners, he offers
them a percentage of the company's earnings. "I have no limit on what they can
make. My best guy makes way more than I
do," he adds with a grin.
Outside of Houston, his interests include
a glazed flower pot factory in Korea, and a
brick plant in Kansas, among other things.
In the early seventies, he briefly bought
swim and tennis clubs in Chicago with a
partner. Then he invested in a roof truss
building company in Texas. A Dallas lumber
and manufacturing man said everything he
could to discourage him from going into the
roof truss business. "I'm sure you know
what you're talking about," Shaper replied,
"but I know the market and the builders.
We may be making a mistake but I think we
can make it, we've made it in a lot of other
things we've tried." The Dallas man
thought about it for a minute and then
signed on as a partner. "We've stayed partners ever since and we've never had a
cross word," Shaper adds. The company
was another success.

ard work, boundless energy, good
ideas, and good management are key
elements to Shaper's success, but
probably the most important factor is
his faith in himself and his associates.
When he began buying swimming pools
and recreational facilities after he got out of
school, he had no money. "We had zero
money. I don't remember what the numbers were, but let's say that the start of
the season would bring in about $40,000
and let's say that we needed $100,000. The
owner would carry part of the financing, so
his money would bring in that $40,000 but
we had to have $60,000, and we didn't
know where to get it. I was about thirty
years old at the time and my partner and I
didn't know one person in Chicago. I said,
'this is Chicago and there are a lot of banks
here and somebody in this town's going to
loan us the money.' We just kept going to
banks and savings and loans. Everybody
would tell us no. After a whole lot of looking, at the end of two days, we found two
banks that would each lend us some money.
That gave us enough money to buy the
clubs but we'd used all the initial operating
money as a down payment, so we had to go
to the local bank and borrow enough for the
first year.
"I just borrow money from banks all the
time. If you start a business and you borrow the money and the business prospers,
it pays the money back. You know it's a
successful business because it has paid
itself out. One of the problems of many
people who try to start multiple ventures is
that they get one successful business over
here and an unsuccessful one over there
and they keep pulling out of the successful
one to support the other one. All of a sudden, it all collapses. I never combine money. They've got to make it on their own."
Though there have been occasional
mishaps, like an unsuccessful venture selling thirty-one flavors of popcorn, Shaper's
formula of buying small businesses, developing them, and then often selling them has
been quite profitable. However, that is not
the chief attraction for him. "It doesn't really have anything to do with money. It has
to do with accomplishment," he explains.
"That's really what you get out of it. You
watch an idea grow and become a company
and expand, and it's very interesting. I like
to carry an idea through. I like to see
truckloads of my stuff going out — what I
consider good products.
"I've defined what I want to do and it's to
sell products that cost from $20 to $200,
that I can deliver in truckloads. I'm happiest
with that because when you get a product
with some value to it, you can start to
design it and make it unique."
To be personally involved with each of
his companies, Shaper has to be a good
planner. As well as advance planning, he
says, "I just love detail. It's not enough for

H

me to get a report that says we sold X
thousand dollars and we shipped four hundred units. I like to know a lot of the nitty
gritty." That means twelve hour days for
him, as well as frequent traveling. "But,
when I travel," he explains, "I'll fly out of
here at six in the morning and work until
eleven or twelve that night."
Contrary to another entrepreneurial stereotype, Shaper doesn't exclude all distractions from his life. "I like to think that I'm
very balanced. I spend time with my family
and on church things and on Rice." He's a
member of the executive board of the
Association of Rice Alumni. Since he often
arrives at work as early as 4:30 A.M., he
doesn't mind leaving early if one of his four
children has an athletic event or something
else that they want him to see. He also
plays handball two days a week.
Shaper talks quickly and eagerly to keep
up with his own ideas. Though his work
keeps him in the office most of the time
now, the engineer in him comes out as
soon as he steps into the plant. He is
delighted to discuss details of patio grill
construction. He can relate a story about
almost every piece of equipment in the
building. The newest acquisition is a small
foundry in the corner of the plant. In the
past, he knew how to do every job in the
plant, and often he still has the best suggestion for fixing a broken machine.
"To be an entrepreneur is a mental
strain," Shaper admits, "because you have
this natural desire to expand, to do more,
and you do way more than you should do
on your resources." Though he likes to
have businesses that do between one and
three million dollars a year in business a
year, most of them have grown larger than
that. "I'm not trying to make them big, I'm
just trying to do a good job," he says. Each
year he easily accomplishes his profit goals.
Entrepreneurial activity seems to come
naturally to Shaper and he readily advises
others to undertake business ventures, but
not without explaining the drawbacks. "It
takes a tremendous amount of risk," he
says. His wife, Sue Zigenbein Shaper '61,
has been so scared about the risk that for
nineteen and a half years of the twenty that
they've been married, he says, "she
wouldn't even talk to me about anything
connected with the business."
"I talk to people all the time who have
tremendous jobs and I say 'why don't you
go out and borrow $10,000 and do so and
so? You can afford it. The worst that can
happen is you'll lose your $10,000, but
you've got a good enough job that you can
pull your belt in and pay back $100 a
month.' I call that 'no risk.' But they won't
do it. I'll do it in a second, the opportunities
are just great."
Shaper occasionally makes a mistake in
his enterprises, he honestly admits. "I
always get in trouble when I don't have
enough control over something. I tend to
be very trusting. My whole system is not
based on very tight control. Most of the
time I think people are sincere, they just
get fouled up and they do something wrong.
With finances, it doesn't take a year for
something to go wrong. It all goes to pot
within six weeks."
Undaunted by both problems and success, Shaper has a list of products and services that he thinks are needed and that he
wants to get into. "Sometimes a company
exists and you try to buy it, but a lot of
times a company doesn't exist and you just
have to start it." The bargains right now,
he says, are in small mom and pop businesses that were started around the end of
the Korean Conflict. He's working on buying a couple of businesses now. "I expect
to do it thirty or forty more times before
I'm through," he adds.
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Given current employment
trends, no group willfeel
the tightness ofthe times so
much as the liberal arts
majors. By Nancy Volksen '80
f it has taken varying degrees of
hard work, natural ability, good
connections, and discreet political
maneuvering to 'get ahead' in a
career in the past, it may take much, much
more for people beginning careers to do the
same in the eighties. The baby-boom generation, covering people born between 1947
and 1961, has nearly completed its move
from the schools into the job world. The
bulge in the labor force could not have
come at a worse time," writes Thomas C.
Hayes in a recent New York Times National
Recruitment Survey.
Given current employment trends, no
group will feel the tightness of the times so
much as the liberal arts majors. Statistics
indicate that the liberal arts graduate is
already more than adequately represented
among the nation's unemployed. In light of
this knowledge, the future of liberal arts
graduates has been a widely debated topic
in recent years. The crux of the issue
seems to be a question of whether or not
the traditional liberal arts education is adequate preparation for the new graduate
entering the job market.
Alan Grob, professor of English at Rice,
does not believe that, among Rice students
at least, there is sufficient cause to warrant
"preaching to our able students a kind of
'counsel of despair.' You have to bear in
mind, the students at institutions of the
quality of Rice, the great eastern schools,
the great private universities of the country, that their student bodies were always
essentially liberal arts student bodies and
that their students went on to provide the
leadership in government, in industry, and
in the professions. There is really no reason to assume that necessarily has to
change. Able people are still in very short
supply in our country — people who can
provide ideas, analytic skills, and leadership. What we have to bear in mind at the
outset is that there is no substitute for
brains."
A 1975 report by the College Placement
Council does not find the situation so optimistic. The report cites the fundamental
problem to be one of supply and demand.
"Each year the number of college graduates
increases, but the number of jobs requiring
college training is not increasing proportionately." Added to this is the fact that an
increasing number of these graduates are
liberal arts majors in a job market that is
primarily interested in engineering and
accounting graduates. "The dilemma is
compounded even further because of the
shrinkage of jobs in two traditional sources
of employment for liberal arts graduates,
teaching and social service." For students
going on to graduate school or to any of the
preprofessional programs, these problems
may not be so immediately apparent, but
for the liberal arts graduate seeking
employment directly after graduation, the
competition will be keen and the results
may be disappointing.

11I

Some students are "unaware of employment options they could pursue, some take
a passive attitude and procrastinate until
late in the senior year before giving serious
consideration to post-college plans, most
have no skill of interest to employers. Obviously, the means must be found to make
the graduate with a fundamental liberal arts
education more aware of the work world
and more competitive in the employment
market place," the report concludes.
John Evans, director of the Rice Placement Office, says "liberal arts people have
to try harder. They have to narrow things
down to a definable position where prospective employers can understand what they
have to offer to the business world." Alan
Grob concurs, "Students, once they are
made visible and once employers are made
aware of them, often become much more
attractive than simply the English major or
the history major in the abstract."
Evans also suggests that career counseling be started as early as the freshman and
sophomore years and that, while liberal arts
majors should stay with their chosen field,
they should also take elective courses in
finance, business, management, economics,
and accounting. "Interviewers will hire on
the basis of what a student seems capable
of doing for them, not on the basis of their
degree from Rice." While Evans "would
never discourage anyone from taking a
degree in the liberal arts, because the liberal arts background gives them a more wellrounded appeal and has probably made
them more flexible and adaptable to life,"
he adds, "I would like to talk to them early
in their career to let them know what alternatives and options are available to them
when they graduate."
Of those students who come to the
Placement Office in their senior year or
even as alumni, Evans says, "We start from
where we find them." He helps them work
on building up a skills and accomplishments
inventory and on putting together a
resume. The keys to a successful experience in breaking into the job world seems
to be what Evans terms "a positive selfattitude," a dedication to knowing oneself
and rationally assessing one's capabilities,
and a mind open to possibilities.
A panel of Rice alumni who have translated their liberal arts degrees into satisfying
careers, expressed a similar philosophy at a
recent seminar for students, From Liberal
Arts to What? presented by the Association
of Rice Alumni. The necessity of adapting
to new opportunities and circumstances was
a recurring theme of the seminar.
Medical anthropologist Jean Amspoker
Cole BA '67 in history, and PhD '73 in
behavioral science, explained to the students
how she started out looking for a job teaching anthropology in a university. When she
couldn't find one she finally took a research
job in the medical center. She is now director of the division of education at the Texas
Institute for Rehabilitation and Research
and assistant professor at Baylor College of
Medicine, and she thinks that her present
career is probably more fulfilling than one in
higher education would have been. "By and
large you can make your own opportunities.
It's really important to experiment, seek
out opportunities, and be imaginative about
your options, but I think that in most cases
imagination and initiative are rewarded."
"Don't be a careerist. Decide on something to do and fling yourself at it — give
100 percent of your energy," added Bill
Pannill BA '62 in history. He started out as
a journalist and is now an attorney.
Edward W. Kelley, Jr. BA '54 in history
took a small family business and expanded it
dramatically after getting a graduate degree
in business from Harvard. "The liberal arts
education is absolutely ideal for management. It enriches you as a human being and
trains you to make decisions, and management is kind of down that track. There are
two exceptions, get some basic accounting
and for heaven's sake take some economics. Later, I strongly recommend that you
go to graduate school and get an MBA."
Alan Grob suggests, "success doesn't
necessarily come from people narrowly following some vocationally pegged kind of
training. It comes simply from people hay-
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ing abilities and finding opportunities to use
them. I, for one, am convinced from the
experience of the students that I've taught
In nineteen years at Rice that those oppor, tunities still exist. Obviously, the one area
' that's closed off to students to a degree is
the academic profession. That's the one
endeavor I would discourage students from
considering.
But I see no reason to doubt
-, that
they can have other interesting,
/ rewarding, and socially beneficial careers if
they choose to have them.
"Many of our most distinguished graduates — the lieutenant governor of the
state, the editor of Texas Monthly, the
sports editor for the New York Times,
some very successful physicians, and. partne.rs of
some of the leading law firms in the
City, and indeed, in the nation — are
1
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Berry Forms
Quantum
Institute
Michael J. Berry joined the Rice faculty in
December and was appointed the Robert A.
Welch Professor of Chemistry and Director
of the newly established Quantum Institute
at Rice. Berry, who received his BS in
Chemistry from the University of Michigan
in 1967 and his PhD in physical chemistry
from the University of California, Berkeley
in 1970, is an internationally known expert
on chemical applications of lasers.
His work as director of the Quantum
Institute will involve managing and coordinating the research programs of a multidisciplinary group of seventeen faculty members from the departments of chemistry,
electrical engineering, physics, and space
physics and astronomy. Their research programs in laser applications, laser development, spectroscopy, theory, and reaction
dynamics are aimed at the elucidation and
utilization of quantum phenomena.
Berry founded the photo chemistry
department at Allied Chemical Corporation.
During the time that he taught at the University of Wisconsin, his research group
there discovered more than forty new
chemical laser systems which were then
used to study chemical reaction dynamics.
He is a past recipient of the Camille and
Henry Dreyfus Foundation Teacher-Scholar
award, and an Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Research Fellowship.
President Hackerman commented that
"Dr. Berry's widely recognized achievements in original research with laserinduced chemistry and analytical applications
of lasers will add valuable depth to Rice's
ongoing research programs. And, of equal
importance, his fine record as a scholarteacher will also be utilized to the benefit of
Rice students."

Tradition
Revived
About three years ago a group of students
revived an old Rice tradition from the sixties,
the College Bowl, a competition of brain cells
rather than muscles. In 1966 Rice had a team
which retired a trophy for winningfive consecutive matches on the then-televised academic
game show. The show went off the air in 1970,
but has been recently revived on CBS radio.
This year, Rice has a team which is competing intercollegiately and doing quite well. History and economics major Steve Sailor '80,
mathematics and physics major Michael Lewis
'82, mechanical engineering major Chuck
Nicholson '80, history major Donald Mann'82,
and economics major Steve Michael '80, an
alternate, make up The Gang of Four. They
were chosen from about 150 people competing
as teams in intramural matches to represent
Rice in intercollegiate play.
In November, in New Jersey, the Gang won
two of its three matches. Against Brigham
Young,they became the first team to break 400
points last year. In February, the team lost in a
close exhibition match to the Aggies. Regional
competition was held at TCU in Forth Worth
and the Gang easily took first place with wins
over UT, TCU, and defending champion
Tulane. At the CBS national radio tournament
in West Virginia, with sixteen teamscompeting
in a single elimination, however,they lost in the
first round to Vanderbilt.
The team which won the trophy in 1966
consisted of Gordon Braden '69, William
Lawson Taitte '66, Harriet Mauzy '66,
William Kennedy '66, and alternate Don
Desjarlais '67.

Alumni Aid
Admissions

Kim Schwoerke '76 and E.J. Janik '75 with his wife Leah review old trophies at a Young
Alumniparty in the R Room. Photograph byJames Aronovsky.

Several committees of the Association of
Rice Alumni assemble alumni volunteers to
support specific functions of the university.
The admissions committee chaired by Helen
Morris Havens'57 is one such committee.
"The purpose of this committee is to
assist alumni in finding ways to encourage
potential applicants to Rice. This year, the
major effort has been in organizing alumni in
major cities where we have several students each year apply to Rice," Havens
says.
In many cases, the committee is able to
extend the resources of the admissions office staff. This year alumni invited prospective students in several cities outside of
Houston to dessert parties or simply called
them "as a gesture that they're wanted at
Rice," explains Havens. With increasing
competition for top students, such a gesture may make the difference to a student
who has been accepted by more than one
university.
"We would like to have alumni representatives for different schools, outside of the
cities the admissions staff covers, and be
available for college nights," Havens adds.
The committee is also thinking of sponsoring a Getting Ready for College program
for the high school age children of alumni to
help them determine where they want to go
to college and how to go about it. "We're
only going to offer that if people are interested," Havens says. Call her during the
day at 782-1270 for information.

Julian Huxley in Houston.

Huxley Papers Arrive
The Woodson Research Center at Fondren
Library has acquired the papers of Sir Julian
Sorell Huxley (1887-1975), the first member and head of the department of biology
at Rice, when the Institute opened. He was
one of the most influential biologists of this
century. The collection is of major importance because of its size, seventy cubic
feet, and of the variety and breadth of the
topics it covers and the types of materials it
contains. It includes manuscripts and typescripts of published and unpublished works,
diaries and travel notebooks, sketches,
slides, and photographs, pamphlets, periodicals, reviews, and clippings, and over
25,000 pieces of correspondence spanning
over seventy-five years.
Huxley was only twenty-five and held a
lecturer's position at Oxford, where he was
graduated, when President Edgar Lovett
offered him the opportunity to establish and
head the biology department at Rice. That
assignment included designing the laboratories, hiring the faculty and establishing the
biology curriculum and research programs.
One of the first people he hired was a lab
assistant, Joseph Davies, a student at the
University of London. Davies eventually
earned his PhD at Rice, joined the faculty in
1929 and served as chairman of the department for many years.
Huxley was at Rice for three academic
years beginning in the fall of 1913; he spent
summers at Wood's Hole, Massachusetts
marine biology reserve doing field research.
In the spring of 1916 however, he felt dutybound to serve his native country in the
war effort so he returned to England.
Because of frail health Huxley was assigned
to Intelligence. Nevertheless, his thoughts
were often back in Texas. From the Italian
front he wrote a friend, George Wheeler
'18, and asked him to send stacks of
Threshers and all the news from Houston
and Rice.

After the war, Huxley resigned from Rice
with great reluctance. A position in zoology
was open at Oxford and he explained in a
letter to President Lovett that he had come
to realize that he worked best within the
British intellectual milieu, but also, that he
had "come of age intellectually" at Rice. "I
remember the open warmheartedness &
freedom & easiness of the Texans, — & I
miss it badly. Not only did I enjoy it, but I
learnt from it — learnt a great deal — of
the world at large, of human nature, of selfreliance, of tolerance, of breadth of view —
& have a real sense of gratitude towards
Rice & Texas & America."
At one point in his life Huxley considered
himself a "20th century Renaissance man,"
though he later modified that self-description to just an "Englishman." The breadth
of his interests, his contributions to science
ranging from cancer research to embryonic
development to ecology to problems of ethics, and the extent of his correspondence
with the major scientists, authors, historians, artists, composers, philosophers, theologians, statesmen, publishers and editors
of this century seems to merit the first
description.
The collection was purchased for $75,000
from Lady Huxley who had hoped her husband's papers wJuld be returned to the
place where he began his academic career.
Poet Stephen Spender first notified Rice
about the availability of the collection in
1977. No budgeted university funds were
used. Through the efforts and generosity of
John F. Heard '40 and Elly Heard and Hank
Hudspeth '40 and Demaris Delange Hudspeth '42, the Woodson Center, under the
direction of Nancy Parker, was able to conclude negotiations. Other donors include
Raemond Wilson Craig, widow of Hardin
Craig Jr., who was a member of the history
department, Harris Masterson III '35, and
the Friends of Fondren Library.

Carrington
Named Librarian
Samuel Carrington, professor of French since
1967, was named University Librarian by President Hackerman. Carrington served as proctor from 1974 untilJanuary 1, 1980and was acting librarian from January 1979 until his
appointment in February.
Fondren is in the process of switching over
to a computerized book-tracking system and he
is satisfied with the results so far after just one
year of operation."Where the situation is good
now, we hope it will be excellent in a few
years," Carrington said.
Though a member ofthe prestigious Association of Research Libraries since 1970, a select
group of ninety-eight university libraries
across the U.S., Rice is still lagging behind
other members in number of volumes and number of volumes added, according to a survey
published by The Chronicle ofHigher Education in February. The library does slightly better on current serials and spending for materials. Carrington recently explained that the poor
statistics are largely the resultofa library policy
not to duplicate many books."We don't have a
number of professional schools that need a
large library, such as a law school," Carrington
told The Thresher.
"If you went by the number of books per faculty or by the number of books per student,
we're number one in Texas," he added. Also
the library is ranked among the top half of the
member institutions in number of microform
holdings at 1,115,000.
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Spring Sports News

Lovett College members push offa Beer-Bike race teammate toward a third placefinish,
behind the Will Rice and Sid Richardson teams. Photograph by Mike Gladu
Basketball
The Rice men completed their season 7-19
overall with a 4-13 record in SWC play to
finish eighth in the conference. On January
30, the Owls defeated TCU, 60-59, in a last
minute rally. Against Baylor, the men lost
6°7, but came back in a 84-78 win against
Wrightv
State. The winning continued with
the Owls soundly defeating Texas Tech,
71-61. After losing to Texas A&M 55-53,
Rice lost to SMU, 82-81, in overtime and
again to Arkansas in another very close
match, 77-73. In their last home appearance
for the season, the Rice team treated the
home fans to an exciting victory over the
University of Houston, 81-74, the first time
a Rice basketball has ever beaten UH. Rice
lost rather decisively to Texas, 76-56, in
their last SWC game. The season was completed when a vengeful University of Houston squad stopped the Rice team, 92-80, in
first-round SWC tournament play.
Sophomore Ricky Pierce was named to
the SWC All-Conference second team and
was also named as SWC Newcomer of the
Year. Pierce was second in the conference
in scoring throughout the season, averaging
over twenty points a game, and was also in
the top ten in rebounding. During the end
of the season, he was named SWC Player
Of the Week for two weeks in a row.
The Rice women finished their season
with a 15-14 record and a second place at
the Texas AIAW championships held in San
Marcos at the end of February. Late season play started with three consecutive
losses to tough Division I opponents. The
streak began with Southwestern Louisiana
defeating the Division II Owls 73-60, followed by an 83-53 loss to Lamar, and a
final defeat by TSU in a close 75-68 match.
Entering as eighth seed in the Houston
Invitational Tournament, the Rice women
moved up to take sixth place. Opening tournament play against second seeded
McNeese State, the Owls lost 70-50. Their
next
oPPonent, third ranked Oakland, saw
defeat under the Owls in a tense 71-67
match. In consolation play, the women lost
to Oklahoma State, 54-44, to finish in sixth
Position. The following week, Rice took
SMU 73-71. The women began in firstround championship play-off competition
against Hardin-Simmons. A toughly won
,v. ctorY. 65-62, advanced them to the State
Lhampionships in
San Marcos. Quarterfinal
Play opened with
the eighth ranking Owls
facing top seed Angelo State. After defeating Angelo
State, 64-49, the women went
On to beat
Midwestern, 57-54, before falling
in the finals to
Sam Houston State, 81-74.
Although there was considerable feeling
that the team
should have qualified to go on
the regional play-offs held in Oklahoma,

they were not allowed to go. Top points
scorers for the Owls were Goya Qualls and
Pat Krieger.
Swimming
The Rice women's team finished second in
the state and eighth in the nation following
strong competitive efforts throughout the
season. Regular competition wound down
with losses to LSU, 79-57, and Texas
A&M, 79-61, and a victory against Lamar,
80-58. The women's season ended with the
Owls taking first place at the Austin College
Invitational. After winning firsts in 18 of 24
events at the AIAW State Meet in Fort
Worth, Rice lost to Southwest Texas State
on a technicality — points were awarded
for swimmers in the pool and Southwest
Texas had five more swimmers than Rice.
Commented a rueful Coach Breckwoldt,
"It's a shame that you have a meet where
quality doesn't win."' Meet star, freshman
Kay Snell, took firsts in all five of her individual events and contributed to two first
place winning relay teams. Gina Gaskin,
also a freshman, took four firsts and was
named second high points scorer for Division II after teammate Snell. Diver Kristy
Cadenhead took firsts in one and three
meter diving events and was high point
diver for the meet and swimmers Karen
Hight and Sherry Page each contributed
three firsts. Following their remarkable
string of performances at the state meet,
the Owls went on to the Division H National Meet in Clarion Pennsylvania. Kay Snell
took firsts in the 100 yd individual medley,
50 yd backstroke, 200 yd individual medley,
and 100 yd. backstroke — setting records
in the latter three events. Rice's 400 yd
medley relay team, composed of Kay Snell,
Sherry Page, Karen Hight, and Gina Gaskin, took third in the nation. Snell, Gaskin,
page, and Wendy Young, members of the
800 yard freestyle team, took an eleventh
place. All four members of the 400 yard
relay team were named AIAW All-Americans and all five of the relay swimmers
were chosen for the coaches' All-American
Team.
The Rice men's team had a rougher season. Unlike the women, the men aren't on
scholarship. They still have to compete,
however, against Division I SWC schools
which do have scholarship teams with the
power to draw the top swimmers in the
country. After a somewhat uninspired performance against the University of Houston,
the men's team came back to lose only narrowly to LSU, 51-45. Following another
loss to the University of Southern Mississippi, 60-48, the men closed their season
with a third place in the Austin College Invitational, losing only to TCU and University
of Arkansas at Little Rock. Strong perform-

Freshman Kay Snell took fivefirsts at the Division II nationalsfor women's swimming.
Photograph by Laura Rohwer.
ances in the meet came from swimmers Overall, the Owls finished with 93 points to
Chris Gerken, Glen Matsumoto, Andy first place Texas' 140 points and Texas
A&M's 125 points. Rice faced its major
Foley, Ray Torp, and Matt Hisle.
competitions with the Texas Relays in April
Track
After good performances at the Astrodome and the upcoming SWC Outdoor Meet in
Indoor Meet and the San Jacinto Junior Col- May.
lege hosted Astrobelles Relays, the Rice Baseball
women's team came out full-force taking After a rained-out Cameron Tourney and
first place in a field of seven to capture the doubleheader with McNeese State, the Rice
Rice Invitational Meet. In the day's most baseball team opened their season with two
heated event, freshman Disa Lewis vied wins against the Lamar Cardinals, 6-3 and
against high school rival Kathy Vetter from 6-2. The following week, the Owls split two
Baylor to win the 800m run with a TAIAW with Texas Lutheran, winning 9-1 and then
qualifying time of 2:10.23. Their efforts falling 4-1, and came back the next day to
compiled seventy-one points for Rice and split two again with Louisiana Tech, losing
the first victory in the history of the wom- 3-2 and winning 5-3. Beginning SWC play,
the Owls met University of Texas. Despite
en's team.
The next week, at the Rice/College Sta- strong pitching efforts, the Longhorns took
tion Relays, the women did it again. Upset- all three games leaving Rice at 4-5 in the
ting heavily favored Drake University, the season thus far. On March 4, Rice's hitting
Owls came from behind to win the meet and pitching failed to mesh again as the
with the close margin of one point, 91-90. team lost two games to Sam Houston
Competing against a mixed field of Division State, 7-6 and 8-6. Traveling to the Pan
I and II schools, Rice won points in every American Tournament, Rice won two of
event except the discus. A new school their five games, defeating the Pan Amerirecord of-50.2 was set with the state quali- can team both times. The next weekend,
fying 400m relay team of Jennifer West- Rice had its first SWC win of the season in
bury, Catherine Baker, Kris Steinkruger, the second of a three game series with the
Baylor Bears. The scores for those games
and Jodi Radziewicz.
The Rice men's track team got off to a were 10-2, Baylor, 9-2, Rice, and 15-11,
rather slow start at the SWC Indoor Track Baylor. After losing two games to Lamar
Meet in Forth Worth, finishing seventh of later in the week, the Owls stood at 7-7-14
nine schools. They came back the next overall and 1-5 in Conference play, at the
week to face Texas A&M, winner of the beginning of April.
previous meet and one of the top ten track Bowling
teams in the nation, in a dual meet. While The Rice men's bowling team finished secthe Owls didn't win, says Coach Steve ond behind the University of Texas in the
Straub, "We didn't expect to." The follow- Texas Intercollegiate Bowling Conference
ing week the men's team ran in the Laredo finals and will be competing in the sectional
Border Olympics, where the weather was play-offs in Fort Worth. The Owl squad,
so bad that many runners were pulled from Robert Lyman, Mark Pancheco, Lyle Land,
the meet as a safety measure. Neverthe- Larry Rosamond, Alan Janiga, and Thomas
less, Marty Froelick and Mike Novelli man- Coleman, was the only team to defeat Texaged to take a second and third respectively as in the round-robin tournament.
in the 5000m run. In a meet of exceptional- Hall of Fame
ly quick times, the men placed third in a Recently inducted into Rice's Hall of Fame
field of eight at the Rice Invitational. Rice were 1934 SWC football championship team
senior Marty Froelick qualified for Nationals captain Percy Arthur '35, 1954 All-Conferwith a 10,000m time of 24:14.9. Froelick ence guard Kenny Paul '55, 1958 and 1959
also placed second behind teammate Mike All-Conference basketball player Tom RobiNovelli's winning 14:11.93 time in the taille '59, and 1963 record breaking javelin
5000m run. Jesse James took first in the thrower Ed Red '65. Also honored for sig300m intermediate hurdles and finished nificant contributions to the University were
fourth in the 110m high hurdles. Both W. E. "Billy Ed" Daniels '27, W. L.
Rice's 400m and 1600m relay teams won "Dutch" McKinnon '29, and Lyle L. Payne
fourth places in the meet, the latter meet- '30, who received Distinguished "R" Man
ing NCAA qualifying standards with its awards, and Joyce Pounds Hardy '45, and
3:07.34 time. Darrel Mouton took seconds Dr. Ed T. Smith, who were given honorary
in the 100 and 200m sprints with times awards.
of 10.64 and 21.13 respectively. Bruce Rifle team
Gingrich placed third in the 800m run with a The rifle team offered a clinic on defensive
time of 1:49.08 followed by teammate Jerry firearms use that was well attended by
Fuqua with a sixth place time of 1:51.79; members of the Rice community.
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Teaching Awards
Given
Winners of the George R. Brown Teaching
Awards and the Nicholas Salgo Distinguished Teacher Awards have been designated for 1980. The $4000 Brown Prize for
Excellency in Teaching has been awarded
to B. Frank Jones '58, professor of mathematics. Professor of Electrical Engineering
C. Sidney Burrus '58, Associate Professor
of English Terrence A. Doody, Associate
Professor of History Thomas L. Haskell,
Professor of Physics Harold E. Rorschach,
Associate Professor of History Richard J.
Smith, and Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering William L. Wilson have been
awarded the six $1000 Brown Awards for
Superior Teaching. This year's Brown
Teaching Awards were given on the basis
of 1975 and 1978 alumni voting for the
three Rice faculty members they remembered as having been particularly outstanding or effective teachers.
F. Barry Dunning, associate professor of
physics, space physics and astronomy has
been given the $1500 Nicholas Salgo Distinguished Teacher Award. The Salgo Award
is based on voting by the current junior and
senior class.

Brice Wins
Watson
Mark Brice '80 was awarded an $8000
Thomas J. Watson Fellowship for study
abroad. Brice finished his fine arts studies
last semester. His main interest is in filmmaking and he won the fellowship on the
basis of his proposal for a documentary
about illegal emigration to the United States
from Mexico.
Brice has worked with film for the past
five years and he has "concentrated on
social problems which are ideal for documentaries," he says. "My first film was a
portrait of an old man in Houston's Fourth
Ward. He was a truck unloader which is
something I did for many years so I was
able to get their trust." The film appeared
on public television last July for the first
time.
In Mexico, Brice plans to spend eight to
nine weeks in five cities on the Pacific and
Gulf coasts filming both returning emigrants
and potential emigrants. He feels that "we
need to consider the emigrant as an individual who decides to sacrifice his language,
his family, and his culture in order to better
himself in a strange country."
Forty-eight private institutions participate
in the Watson Fellowship program and submit a total of 176 nominations from which
70 are awarded fellowships. Since 1971
Rice has had seventeen students receive
the prestigious award.

Zeff Appointed to
Chair

Laser lights and musicfrom the Shepherd School were coordinated by Lawrence Goodndge.

Arts at Rice
Archi-Arts
A wicked party of masked revelers passed
through the Gateway to Hell and entered a
glowing cavern filled with strange creatures
and human forms. Past tables laden with
piles of tempting fruits, vegetables, and
cheeses, they penetrated the inner realm of
Dante's Inferno. Cerberis pranced by holding its three dog heads high and a satyr
winked lasciviously as he dropped a grape
into his mouth. In the distance, they
glimpsed blackened ruins of decaying architecture, flames swirling in the debris. Columns of fire glowed crimson. Beyond
clusters of laughing men and women lay the
throbbing vortex of the Inferno, where the
damned writhed in a twisting frenzy of
humanity.
This setting was the backdrop for the
1980 Archi-Arts Ball, coordinated by senior
John Rhett and sponsored by the School of
Architecture. Sometime around midnight,
the celebrants quieted for a parade of
Honorees, presented by Anderson Todd.
When the music finally ceased and the
throng was almost sated, the assortment of
satyrs, angels, sultans, belly-dancers,
priests, nuns, and a She-wolf of Incontinence swallowed the dregs of their drinks,
abandoned their wild celebrations, and
headed for home.
Art
The Arabic Costume Exhibit, which first
opened at the Sewall Gallery last fall under
the direction of co-curators Nabib Cronfel
'76 and Cheryl Saunders, is now traveling
around the country. From December 2
through January 6, it was shown in the Nelson Gallery of Art at the Atkins Museum in
Kansas City, Missouri. This spring, the
exhibit travels to the Renwick Gallery of
the Smithsonian Institute in Washington,
DC, where it will be showing from May
through July.
Sewall Art Gallery offered a show of
Rice's private art collection, a growing collection of art objects used for public display
and educational purposes. Selections/Rice
University Art Collection brought together a
representative sampling of works ranging
from Pre-Columbian and African artifacts to
Oriental Art and modern prints. Fifteen
years old now, the collection numbers about
700 items. Just this March, 18 new African
pieces were donated to the collection, several of which were on view in the gallery.
Prior to 1965, Rice accepted gifts of art
but had to loan them to other appropriate
locations because of a lack of storage and
display space. When the fine arts department was established in 1965, several contemporary prints were purchased with the
intention of beginning a collection. After
Rice's first art gallery opened in 1968 in
Allen Center, the collection continued to
expand with donations received from artists
and patrons.
Three years later, the Sewall Gallery
opened and a subsequent gift of Pre-Columbian objects became the central focus for
the collection. While the collection contains
a few paintings, the emphasis is on the
sculpted figures and on modern prints and
photographs.

Theatre
In addition to spring fever and flashes of the
flu, the Rice community succumbed to an
eruption of thespianitis of epidemic proportion in March. The major symptoms included Wiess Tabletop Theatre's Hello, Hamlet!, Baker College's Romeo and Juliet, and
the Rice Players'Seascape.
Hello, Hamlet! written by George
Greanias '70, assistant professor of administrative science, and directed by Steve
Ortego, is a "musical tragedy in too many
acts." Based on Shakespeare's Hamlet,
Greanias' version ingeniously laces the
characters and plot from the original with
lyrical parodies from musicals rendered into
such songs as "Put on a Tragic Face,"
"There's Nothing Like a Dane," "Olga
From the Volga," and "Hello, Hamlet!."
Writes Thresher reporter David Sebastian,
"this exceedingly clever musical spoof of
Shakespearean convention and contemporary culture proves once again that irreverence can be tasteful."
Under the direction of Katie Sammons,
Baker College presented Shakespeare's tale
of star crossed love, Romeo and Juliet.
Despite the space limitations of the Baker
Commons and the inevitable awkwardness
of iambic pentameter to modern ears, Sammons' production managed to communicate
the blend of tragedy and comedy in Romeo
and Juliet in a fairly convincing manner.
The play, while conventionally interpreted,
was visually satisfying and, on the whole,
seemed to be a successful translation of
Shakespeare's original.
The Rice Players presented Edward
Albee's Seascape under the direction of Neil
Havens. Albee's play is a story about two
old people who meet two sea lizards on the
beach in which the two couples discuss
their similar predicaments. The production
was another success for the Rice Players.
Dance
The Rice Dance Troupe presented Barriers
on March 31 in Hamman Hall. Working
from junior Michael Petry's conceptions and
choreography, the troupe danced to the
music of avant-garde composer Julian Carrillo's "Constrictions" in the first act and to
junior Grant Gist's jazz composition "Five
Forty One" in the second. The performance
of Barriers was only the second public
appearance for the young company.
Music
Students crowded into Hamman Hall on
March 8 and 9 for a concert fusing laser
artistry and electronic music. Presented by
the Shepherd School of Music and the Rice
Program Council, the concert featured light
sculptor Lawrence Goodridge integrating
rays from a twin laser projector with music
recorded by the Electronic Music Studio at
the Shepherd School. In addition to presenting the pieces incorporating lasers and
music with a dancer, an instrumentalist, and
a film, the concert also premiered a composition by Arthur Gottschalk, director of the
Electronic Music Studio.

Stephen A. Zeff, professor of accounting,
has been appointed to the newly created
Herbert S. Autrey chair in Administration at
the Jones School. Zeff, who came to Rice in
1978 from Tulane, has won numerous honors and recognitions throughout his career.
Currently, along with his teaching, Zeff is
editor of The Accounting Review and serves
on the State Department's Advisory Committee on International Investment, Technology, and Development.

Giving Clubs
Welcome New
Members
The Founder's Club and President's Club were
established in the fall of 1970 as a means of
bringing together alumni, parents and friends
who give substantial support for Rice's current
operations. Membership is on an annual basis
(July 1 through the following June 30) and
includes the individual and his or her spouse.
First-time Founder's Club members during the
months of January and February are:
Mr. 8z Mrs. James P. Mitchell '27
Mr. 8z Mrs. T. Elton Braswell '28
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Calhoun '32
Mr. & Mrs. J. Robert Imber '33
Mr. & Mrs. Percy L. Cooper, Jr. '36
Mr. & Mrs. Clanton Rylander, Jr. '40
Mr. & Mrs. Henry J. Hogan '43
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart C. Mut '47/'46
Mr. & Mrs. WalkerJ. Duffle '48/'51
Mr. & Mrs. Donn W. Leva '50
Michael E Frost '54
Ed & Betty Capen '56
Dr. & Mrs. Charles W. Yates, Jr. '62/'64
Mr. & Mrs. J. Gregory Reilly '66
Thomas W. Scrutchin, Jr. '69
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Robinson '71
C. Robert & Beverly A. Bunch '76/'77
Ms. Linda J. Hart '76
Mr. & Mrs. Hollice R. Clark
Mr. & Mrs. Walter L. Visinsky, Sr.
Hill D. Wilson
First-time President's Club members during
the months of January and February are:
Franklyn K. Davis '26
Mr. & Mrs. Paul G. Richmond '27/'30
Mr. & Mrs. Charles M. Buhler, Jr. '28
Mrs. James A. Darby '29
Mrs. Ruth Sands Bentley '30
Mrs. Felide O'Brien Robertson '30
Charles N. Schwarz '31
Mr. & Mrs. John Preston Witherspoon '32
Mrs. Russel Lee Jacobe '32
Mrs. Don S. Freese '34
Mrs. William E. Holke '35
Laurence K. Kellersberger '35
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Rick '35/'38
Mrs. Nancy Lee Black '36
Mrs. A. E Enderli '36
Harold A. & Virginia 0. Reddicliffe '36
Alonzo R. Shilling '36
Mr. & Mrs. H. Clay Waters III '36/'39
Mr. & Mrs. Grover C. Chambliss, Jr. '37
Mr. & Mrs. Anton T. Hubly, Jr. '36
Eugene Mack Friedl'42
Mr. & Mrs. DeWitt R. Gayle '42
Mr. & Mrs. Manfred Haertig '42
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Evans'43
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Cagle '48
Mr. & Mrs. Jack P. Kraft '50/'53
Kenneth C. Braud '51
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Q. Foote — /'51
Richard C. Hepworth '52
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Hannusch — /'53
Harold McCutchen Lacy, Jr. '53
Mr. & Mrs. Jay C. McElroy '53
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Moffatt '53
Dr. & Mrs. Robert S. Bujard '54
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence A. Starr '54
Mr. & Mrs. Donald E Henry '55/'55
Charles Kenneth Stephenson '55
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Mr. & Mrs. Mark W. Thomas, Jr. — /'55
Louis W. Owen '56
Dr. & Mrs. Mel Perelman '56
Mrs. Jack Cogan '57
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Fri '57
Mr. & Mrs. V. E. Baldridge '58
Br. & Mrs. James Richard Brusenhan '58
Dr. & Mrs. B. Frank Jones, Jr. '58
Mr. & Mrs. Philip A. Seeger '58r58
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond D. Lucas'59
Rodney B. Murray '59
Mr. & Mrs. Cyrus Strong '59
Mr. St Mrs. Lawrence L. Gilbert '61
& Mrs. Roger L. Beebe — /'62
Mr. & Mrs. Evan B. Pappas '62
Allen W Eggert'63
Dr Donna Shanies'63
Miss Daisy Ashford '65
Mr. St Mrs. Thomas Osa Harris '65
Mrs. Carol Ann Howell-Wallace '65
Mr. & Mrs. C. Brandon Jones '65
Warren William Schick'65
Sarah Campbell Velz '66
Ron Fridlind '67
Ms. Sheila Margaret Mahan '67
Mr. & Mrs. George M. Davis '68
Mr. St Mrs. James C. Marrow '68
Mr. Si Mrs. Richard A. Nunn '68
Mr. & Mrs. J. Cal Courtney, Jr. '69
Rodney E. Kindl '69
Michael McGettigan '69
Mr. & Mrs. James T. Tighe '69
Dr. & Mrs.
Robert C. Vanzant '70r69
Mr. St Mrs. Steven Peters '70
Alan H. Raynor '70
Mr. St Mrs. Otha Don Baldwin '71
Catherine E. Brown '71
Mrs. Francis E. Callahan '71
Dr. John Phillip Hansen '71
Mr. St Mrs. John Robert Hays, Jr. '71
Mr. & Mrs. David Ownby '71
Dt & Mrs. John P. Riola '71
i• Jay Aarons '72
Charles H. Kelly '72
William M. Kilgore '72
Mr. at Mrs. Robert Edward Lane, Jr. '72
Frank LeRoy Brevoort III '73
Claude Robert Treece '73
Dr. Hsiaw-Chin Yen '73
Mr. St Mrs. Ronald G. Bankston — /'74
J. Q. Scott Chambers'74
Matt Christiano '74
Dr: Barbara Hill Elliott '74
Miss Sarah C. Leary '74
Mr. St Mrs. Fred M. Nevill'75
hilip Tournier '75
Stephen W Cole, Jr. '76
Ernie Lewis Danner '76
Miss Janet J. Doty '76
Ms. Jaynemarie C. Frese '76
Mark Warren Hansen '76
,,,iathrYn Anne Janes '76
IC
,, & Mrs. Ray M. Keck III — /'76
""1
Kinn B. May '76
Mr. St Mrs. G.
Thomas Smart'76
Allan & Laurie Van Fleet '76
Allan E. Van Ness III '76
David J. Feickert '77
Randolph S. Kahle
'77
Is. Dora
Belinda Ong '77
Paul & Rita Phillips '77
,
Lhristopher
Paul & Catherine C. Reed
'77/'77
Craig W. Diserens '78
Alan L. Elliott '78
Aron Kirksharian '78
v{. Patricia A. Lawrence '78
Ir4
,iss Shen Gen Liang '78
r & Mrs. Albert E. Woelfel'78
& Mrs. Rex Alford
4r r. & Mrs. Arthur L. Baron
& Mrs. James P. Black
& Mrs. Bev D. Blackwood, Sr.
T.". SE Mrs. Bill Brent
& Mrs. Rosalio Chavez, Jr.
Arida T. Creagh
Ur.
Herman A. Dobbs, Jr.
41 r. & Mrs. Richard W Freeman
& Mrs. George Geran
ivir &
Mrs. William L. Jarriel
4r r. & Mrs. H. T. Nelson
& Mrs. Ralph 0. Sanderson
1
4r.
Mrs. J. Robert Smith
r. & Mrs. Albert Thomas Wenner
J ames W. Wilson

!

Abram Geller BA '20 was recently honored by the South Texas Hebrew Academy
along with his wife Libby for meretorious
services on behalf of the Academy. On February third he received a plaque for distinguished service to the Jewish National Fund
of America. While in New York receiving
the award, Geller spoke at a synagogue in
Brooklyn on "Judaism in Texas and Its
Future." "I guess after serving my community since the age of 19," he writes, "my
associates want us to feel our endeavors
have been appreciated and we are being
given flowers while we are still alive and
able to enjoy them. I still spend 30 percent
of my waking hours in civic and community
work. I was also elected to the presidency
of my synagogue, United Orthodox, last
December to serve in 1980. Gilbert L.
Leach BS '30 was recently inducted into
the Metal Building Systems Industry Hall of
Fame. A founding partner and current vice
chairman of the board of the Marathon
Metallic Building Company, Leach was
instrumental in the successful growth of the
Metallic Building Company in Houston,
which led directly to Houston's gradual
assumption of the role of world headquarters for metal building manufacturing.
George D. Blocher BA '31 wrote to
announce that he wants to enroll his new
grandson, Edward Joseph Blocher Jr. in the
class of 2000. Edward, born on August 6,
1979, has the following genealogy: his parents are Edward Joseph Blocher, BA
'66 Hanszen, Certified Public Accountant,
MA -Tulane University '68, U.S. Army —
Viet Nam, PhD University of Texas, now
Associate Professor of Accounting at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
North Carolina; and Judy Marr Blocher, R.
N. Watts School of Nursing at Durham,
North Carolina '69. His grandparents are:
George D. Blocher BA Rice '31, Certified Public Accountant '47; and Alice
Blazek Blocher BA '32. The uncles are:
George D. Blocher Jr. '59 Wiess, QM1 U.S. Coast Guard; John Michael
Blocher BA '61 Will Rice, U.S. Navy'63; Rev. James F. Blocher BA St. Thomas
University '69, Master of Divinity, St. Basil
College at Toronto '73, MA University of
Texas '75, C.S.B. — Assistant Pastor of
Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish, Rosenberg,
Texas; Thomas A. Blocher BA '71
Hanszen, Medical Degree University of
Texas '75, residency at University of Colorado Hospital and San Francisco General
Hospital. Now practicing in psychiatry in
Houston. John Preston Witherspoon
'32, mayor of Strawn, Texas, says: "I have
been very busy indeed trying to get some
federal grants and other money to keep this
small town from vanishing. I retired in 1976
after forty-four years in the oil fields, twenty-four years employed and twenty years in
general oil field contracting." Wiley R.
George BA '33 was recently honored at a
luncheon by the West Gulf Maritime Association. Before his retirement in December
1979 as president and chief executive of the
Maritime Association, he was involved with
the maritime industry on the Texas Gulf
Coast for forty-five years. He has strongly
supported the expansion of the Port of
Houston. In an interview with the Houston
Chronicle, George said, "I think that Houstonians have yet to realize the importance
of the Port of Houston to residents of
Houston and Harris County." George will
remain a part-time consultant to the association but is taking time now to read and
teach a special class for young executives at
the South Main Baptist Church. "I'm going
to take some time to smell the roses," he
told the Chronicle. Maurice M. Tinterow
BA '37, writes: "I have decided to enter a
second career after being an anesthesiologist for almost forty years. I received an

Sweet Victory
Louise Beraud Griggs '18 knew that she wanted to do something
for the war effort during World War I, but she was not sure just
how she could be of service. After her junior year at Rice she
decided to take some time off and visit some friends in Chicago
where for a time she worked at Hull House doing social work. The
following advertisment in a local newspaper not only gave her a
way in which she could serve her country, it also shaped the rest
of her life: "General Pershing needs French-speaking phone aids."
In July of 1918, Louise wired her parents that she was boarding
a ship bound for France. They replied, "Glad and sad." Her unit
arrived in France on July 14 and was sent to Tours, south of
Paris, to await orders.
The telephone unit to which Louise belonged was first assigned
to Paris at General Pershing's headquarters just off the ChampsElysees and she was working in that building during the Battle of
Paris while Germans were aiming guns directly at it. The building
next door was demolished, but the headquarters was not harmed
and neither was Louise. Her group did receive a citation for
bravery under fire for that incident. However, during their stay at
least one woman was considered for military court martial.
While in Paris, the women of the signal corps were given housing at the YWCA and were strictly chaperoned. Nevertheless,
they managed to have parties and lots of fun. "Part of the fun,"
says Louise, "was that there were so few women and so many
men. We never lacked for attention." She met her future husband
not long after her arrival in Paris. "He heard of my interest in
sports so he called me up and asked for a date." That was the
beginning of a relationship that ended up in a forty-nine-year
marriage.
Louise's next assignment was at the front during the St. Mihiel
drive in the Vosges Mountains in the small town of Neuf Chateau,
then to Souilly, about twenty kilometers south of Verdun at the
First Army Headquarters. At Souilly, she received another citation
for bravery because "she remained at her post under shell fire and
in a burning building until ordered away," reports the May 29,
1919 Thresher. Louise was still at Souilly when she learned that
the Armistice had been signed November 11, 1918. After the
Armistice, Louise took a leave of one week and went to Nice, on
the French Riviera for a well-deserved vacation. Soon after she
was assigned to the American Peace Commission in Paris where
she worked for awhile, once connecting a call for President Wilson.
Louise finished up her degree at Rice in 1920 and she and Lieutenant Griggs were married in 1923. Not long after her return
home Louise learned that other women in her telephone unit were
working to try to regain their military status in order to receive
benefits and bonuses. They were under the impression that they
had had military status in France, especially since they had served
under fire. According to the Army, however, civilian units were
not entitled to the benefits.
Louise looks back on her experiences in World War I as an
adventure. She believes that women should be registered for the
draft, but not for combat duty. In February of this year she was
finally presented with her World War I Victory Medal and given
her official discharge papers by Major General George Wallace,
Commander of the U.S. Army Readiness, Fort Sam Houston.
"You just do what needs to be done and you don't realize at the
time that you're being brave," she says of her service.
By JuliJones'80
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C assnotes
MS in adult and occupational education from
Kansas State University in June, 1978, and
will finish my PhD in June 1981. I hope to
retire from medicine in 1982 and become an
educational broker, a new area in adult education. Enjoy receiving the SALLYPORT and
am looking forward to my 45th class
reunion in 1982." Ben W. Smith Jr. BS
'42 has recently been appointed an assistant professor at Pan American University's
School of Business Administration. His
teaching specialty will be business law and
management.

1950-1959
Frances Lasser
Kaplan BA '52 is a
Certified Public Accountant, and has been
recently named general
manager of The Kaplan
Company, a Houston
based advertising and
public relations firm.
Norman G. Einspruch BA '53 was elected as a Fellow of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science "for
research in the transport properties of electronic materials and for leadership in the
development and commercial implementation of advanced solid state electronic devices." Hugh T. Wilson
BS '54 has joined the
firm of Adams & Porter
Associates, Inc., a Houston-based international
insurance brokerage
company. Robert A.
McAllen BS '55 has
been appointed to the
Business Advisory Council of the School of
Business Administration at Pan American
University. McAllen is president of the
First National Bank of Weslaco. Robley K.
Matthews BA '57 MA '63 PhD '65,
professor of geological sciences at Brown
University, has received a grant from the
National Science Foundation to research the
history of global ice accumulation.
Matthews hopes to show evidence that ice
ages occurred regularly before the Pleistocene Era, or Glacial Age, two million years
ago. Gay Zucht Wright '57 Baker says:
"After living in Houston for seven years
where my husband was the polo pro at the
Houston Polo Club in Memorial Park, we
have moved to San Antonio, my hometown.
My husband is in investment planning and I
am working on getting my securities license
and learning to refinish furniture — how's
that for diversity!" Edmund M. Olivier
BS '59 Hanszen was promoted to director-commercial development at Corning
Glass Works in New York. Robert H.
Waldman BA '59 Wiess edited the
recently published Clinical Concepts of
Immunology. Dr. Waldman is a professor of
medicine at West Virginia University School
of Medicine in Morgantown.

Daniel E. Shier BA '61 Will Rice says:
"I am living in the foothills near Denver,
Colorado on the old family homestead —
along with my wife Clare, two daughters,
and miscellaneous horses and dogs. My
employer is Scientific Software Corp., a
sizeable consulting firm serving the oil and
gas industry. As Manager of Exploration
Geology, I am part of a team developing a
new technology involving exploration applications of digital well log data. My work
keeps me busy traveling over a good part
of the oil patch, both foreign and domestic.
We seem firmly rooted in my native soil
some six years after our escape from the
miasma of the Gulf Coast and life with a

monolithic corporation." Roland Allen BA
'63 Hanszen will be taking a leave of
absence from his position as Associate Professor of Physics at Texas A & M University to participate in research at the Department of Energy's Solar Energy Research
Institute. During the sabbatical, he'll be
studying problems in theoretical solid state
physics related to photovoltaics (solar
cells). William T. Free BA '65 Will
Rice writes: "Back in Pennsylvania now for
three years and loving it — a veritable
nature center around our Chester County
home, seven acres of woodlands and a
stream behind, with a working dairy farm
across the main road. Adrienne, the three
kids and I manage to stay busy with everything from gardening to Girl Scouts. I was
recently promoted to Director of Field
Relations for the American Society of CLU.
Last November I was elected tax collector
of our township in my first try at local politics. Adrienne isn't too keen on living in the
White House, though!" Salle Ann
Schlueter Gill BA '67 Brown writes to
say that she is "now Assistant Professor of
Classics at Radford College in Radford, Virginia; married to Robert M. Gill, Assistant
Professor of Political Science at Radford
College, on August 25, 1979." Jerome C.
Hafter BA '67 Hanszen writes: "On
November 1, 1979, I was appointed to a
three-year term as chairman of the Mississippi Board of Bar Admissions. I accepted
this post after serving as chairman of a Mississippi State Bar Association committee
which completely revamped bar admission
practices in Mississippi. The work of this
bar association committee won the first
place award for a single project of a Young
Lawyers Division in a state with population
under three million at a 1978 American Bar
Association convention. In addition to my
law practice as a partner in Lake, Tindall,
Hunger & Thackston of Greenville, Mississippi, I serve as company commander of
the U.S. Army Reserve. I recently
received the Army Commendation Medal,
the highest award made to a member of the
Army Reserve, for my work in three years
as company commander." Roy A. F.
Lowey-Ball BArch '67 Will Rice writes:
"In 1970, after two thoroughly enjoyable
years with the Peace Corps in Tunisia,
North Africa, I returned to Bagdad-on-theBayou to pursue my architectural career in
a domestic setting, 'Either the city of Houston had changed or I had, but a year of
frenzied almost mindless twelve-to-sixteen
hours a day spent in blindingly-lit drafting
rooms working for pale replicas of human
beings convinced me that the rat race had
gone national and come to the banks of Buffalo Bayou to stay. It seemed a long way
from the days when Post Oak Road was a
barely paved trail leading to the quiet, wellhidden tennis courts of Memorial Park. So,
in search of a little peace and quiet and a
more congenial atmosphere in which to
practice the Art rather than the Business of
Architecture, I was eventually drawn to San
Antonio, home of the irascible, fascinating,
outrageous and totally charming O'Neil
Ford, who is also the past and present master of the architectural idiom known as Texas Regionalism. Nine years and much pleasure later, I'm still here. In 1975 I was
named an Associate of the firm; in late
1979, I became a Partner in the firm of
Ford, Powell & Carson, Inc., the only firm
in the country whose principal partner was
designated America's only "Ambulatory Historic Monument" by the National Council of
the Arts. Why there's even an historic
marker to prove it. Lately it's been backand-forth to Saudi Arabia where the sun's
latitude is almost the same as in San Antonio, but sooner, rather than later, I find
myself on the friendly sidewalks bordering
the San Antonio River, reminded with
every step that there is still a little grace
and urban delight left in this, my corner of
Texas." James H. Scott Jr. BA '67
Baker announced that he and his wife
Kathleen Bilderback Scott have a second

Taking Rice by Degrees
Not so long ago, James S. Cohen BA'68, MA'70, PhD'73 was a
student at Rice. Now he has returned and is serving a year's term
as visiting associate professor in physics while on sabbatical leave
from Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in New Mexico. "My stay
here more or less coincides with Neal Lane's being in Washington,
DC. I'm taking on some of his teaching and research responsibilities." The department called Cohen and asked him to come back
and fill in when they knew there would be an opening.
Since receiving his PhD from Rice, Cohen has been working as
a member of a research group of atomic and molecular physicists
and chemists interested in isotope separation study. "One of the
reasons I came here was that I was interested in what an academic thing would be like. I had offers to teach when I graduated from
here — but I decided to go the full-time research route instead."
"So far, I've enjoyed teaching," he says, "First semester I
taught a course in classical mechanics, mostly to first year graduate students. This semester, I'm teaching a specialty course in
atomic scattering theory. Just the interaction with the graduate
students has been a challenge." Even so, Cohen thinks this is
something he will do for just a year. In August, he returns to Los
Alamos.
Cohen doesn't believe there have been any dramatic changes at
Rice. "It's different seeing it as a faculty member instead of as a
graduate student. I think the community of Houston has changed
more than Rice has," he says.
He recalls his years at Rice as good ones. "I was pretty lucky. I
started here in 1964, that was the last year of free tuition, and
stayed on full scholarship for the rest of my education.
"At the time I graduated, it was still more common than not for
new PhDs to take a post-doc somewhere." When the position at
Los Alamos was offered, Cohen says, "I guess I just wanted to
take something definite then rather than postpone it for something
indefinite a year or two later. I have not regretted it." He considers Los Alamos to have been "a lucky connection. The work is
very satisfying and challenging. It has given me an opportunity to
pursue a lot of basic research. In my group, there are some really
good people and I'm very close to the colleagues I collaborate
with."
Los Alamos, an almost legendary location because of the nuclear
defense development pursued there during the second world war,
is now a federally funded research center. While Cohen says that
it is "still primarily involved in defense," other kinds of research
go on there as well. Cohen's own work at Los Alamos is not
closely tied to nuclear weapons development. Recently, his group
has done some work in meson physics, which is a branch of physics concerned with the behavior of certain subatomic particles
within atomic systems. "I'm not so much interested in the nuclear
aspects as in some of the electro-magnetic interactions — muons
with atoms and molecules. The primary source of the groups support now is in isotope separation — both fissionable isotopes, as
used in nuclear energies, as well as those used for medicinal and
other purposes. Nuclear physics and meson physics are just two
areas our research has gotten us into."
By Nancy Volksen '80
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child, Elizabeth Ann, born on December 19,
1979. Scott says, "We are still living in
NYC, where I am an Associate Professor of
Finance at Columbia University." Paul
Rodney Seidel BA '68 Baker, an administrator of Doctors Memorial Hospital in
Spartanburg, South Carolina, was admitted
to Nomineeship in The American College of
Hospital Administrators. John J. Casbarian BArch '69 Baker, Robert Timme
BArch '69 Will Rice, and Danny Samuels BArch '71 Wiess, partners of Taft
Architects of Houston, received a citation in
the twenty-seventh annual P/A Awards program, sponsored by Progressive Architecture
magazine, for their YWCA Downtown
Branch and Metropolitan Office Building,
also in Houston. Casbarian is a faculty
member of the School of Architecture.

previously performed with the New England
Conservatory Chorus, the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the Smithsonian Institute's
Jazz Connoisseur Series, and with several
music groups on radio channels in the New
England area. John D. Kirtley Jr. BS '75
Wiess, a lieutenant with the Navy, has
been assigned to a six-month deployment in
Misawa, Japan, Kirtley will be participating
in training exercises with the U.S. 7th fleet
and conducting anti-submarine warfare and
surface reconnaissance flights. John D.
Sinsheimer BA '75
Wiess was elected a
commercial banking officer at American National
Bank and Trust Company of Chicago. Dana
Blankenhorn BA '77
Wiess, a writer for
Houston Business Journal, recently won a Texas Press Association award for sports writing on sports
entrepreneurs. Jan Preston-Smith BS
'77 MS '79 Jones says: "I'm working at
Lawrence Livermore Lab in California now.
In the year since getting my MS in mechanical engineering from Rice, I have been
working with the Nuclear Test program and
spending a lot of time in the Nevada desert
helping to blow up nuclear devices underground. I've just changed groups and now
will be a consultant for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission working on the Three
Mile Island task force. They tell me that is
out of the frying pan into the fire! I'll be
spending a lot of time now in Washington
and on the East coast, so anybody in that
general area can expect a call. My husband
Lane just graduated from Air Force pilot
school with honors and has been assigned
to Tactical Air Command." Mark Stoll BA
'77 Lovett says: "Leaving San Francisco
behind me, I am off to view the February
eclipse of the sun in India and to begin a
six-month to a year's spiritual and cultural
exploration of the Eastern Hemisphere."
After two years as a Peace Corps volunteer
in St. Kitts in the West Indies, Philip Costa BA '78 Lovett recently started at The
Daily Sun Corsicana, Texas as school and
education reporter. Regina Pappas BA
'79 Brown sent this
. wif
note: "Regina Fay Mildred Pappas became
4.>
10
4,4
.
Mrs. John Edgar Seale
III on August 31, 1979 in
a small family wedding.
Currently am travelling
with Ed across a twelve
state territory and am
living in Kansas City. I am temporarily
unemployed (by choice) and hope to be
attending a law school in Texas before too
long. I would love to hear from friends."

Patrick Baum BA '70 Baker is a piano
tuner-technician, who along with pianist
Karen Hudson-Brown recently presented a
program, "New Beauty from Forgotten
Tuning Systems for Harpsichord and
.Flano," in which Baum tuned six keyboard
in
struments to play the music of Bach,
8Yrd and Chopin in the original style. The
, monstration, sponsored by Grayson
rue
County College, was the first such tuning
exhibition in Texas. Charles Lee HorstTan BA '70 Wiess writes: "After graduation,
teaching anthropology in Montreal for
two Years was a lot of fun, but traveling the
world for the next two years was even better! Traveling is still a favorite pastime, but
!Ye at last settled down in Pebble Beach,
Lahlornia, where the Real Estate Development activities I began some years back in
New England are still growing, and are now
Paralleled by my interest in screenplay
work. I would like to hear from Rice classmates — or better yet come visit! Just call
First Capital Properties in Monterey, California or write: 3043 Sherman Road, Pebble
Reach, CA 93953. I've also just begun a
Real Estate Investor's Newsletter" and
anyone wishing to receive this quarterly can
do so just
by writing me." George R.
Bethlefsen BS '71 Hanszen was recently named controller at American Income
,L,,Ife in Waco, Texas. Sara McDaniel BA
a
senior account
e Brown was named
xecutive with A. R. Busse & Associates, a
Houston based public relations agency. Bill
Maddox BA '71 Will Rice reports: "Two
more members to the Maddox clan
twins, born July 31, 1979. Their names are
Jessica Rose and Jennifer Grace Maddox,
and they weighed in at 8 pounds, 5 ounces
amnd 7 pounds, 14 ounces. Also, as of midNovember, I am a systems analyst with
NCR in their financial division." W. F.
Buddy" Trotter, Jr. BA '71 Hanszen
says, "I
married the former Cheryl Lynn
Welch of Houston on January 13th. We will
reside in Sealy, Texas." Paula Noelke BA
72 Jones writes: "I am living in Austin,
Where I completed my residency in internal
Medicine last summer, and would very
Lich like to hear from Kathy Mack BA
72." Jill Isbell Slimp BA '73 Jones
and John
Slimp BA '73 Hanszen sent
this note: "We had a bouncing baby girl,
Jana. Marie, August 16, 1979. Also, we're
moving,
to San Antonio in February, when
John will become Counsel to Sigmore CorPoration. Come see us!" Joan E.
Cackowski BA '74 Jones says: "For any
of my old friends who may be looking for
;1:le — I've bought myself a house and now
ive at 25 Crescent Drive, Beacon, N.Y.
12508. I'd
love to hear from you, so please
I promise to write back." Jan Forne y Davis BA '75 Jones is a mezzo soPrano studying now at the New England
Conservatory of Music in Boston. Recently
She
returned to her hometown in Waco,
.exas to perform in a concert benefit for
the
United Negro College Fund. She has
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working at little desks near to each other, if
remember correctly; but I was working
alone, in a little room, because I preferred
scribbling on a blackboard. As a matter of
fact, I had been using a room in the Fondren Library ever since the summer of
1949, that is, well before the official opening ceremony; the Librarian, Dr. Dix, had
given me special permission to do so. One
day in the summer of 1949, when I had —
as usual — covered the blackboard with
mathematical symbols, the door opened and
a distinguished-looking lady entered, followed by Rice's President, Dr. Houston.
They seemed a little surprised, and at the
same time pleased, on finding a student
there. President Houston who, as a mathematical physicist, was quite familiar with
mathematics and who knew me, said to me:
'So you are already making use of the
Library!' I replied something like: 'Yes, it's
a wonderful place to work in.' The lady
(whom I didn't know) and President Houston looked even more pleased ...Later, at
the opening in November 1949, I found out
that the lady was Mrs. Fondren, and then I
understood why she and President Houston
had been so pleased." Haskell Monroe
PhD '61 has been appointed as President
of the University of Texas at El Paso.
George H. Gilpin PhD '67, associate
professor of English at the University of
Miami, has been appointed assistant dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences. Clive
Kileff PhD '70 sent this in: "I'm an associate professor in the department of sociology and anthropology at the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga. My book coedited with Wade Pendleton, Urban Man in
Southern Africa was published by Mambo
Press, Gwelo, Rhodesia, and my article
"The Rebirth of a Grandfather's Spirit:
Shumba's Two Worlds" appeared in The
Journal in Human Organization Vol.
34 Summer 1975 and later in Schooling
in the Cultural Context: Anthropological
Studies of Education, a book published
by David McKay Company 1976. He
co-authored "The Masowe Vapostori of
Seki" (with Peggy Kileff '68). This article
appeared in the book The New Religions of
Africa edited by Jules-Rosette, Ablex
Press 1979." John S. Solomon MA '70
Richardson is a sales representative with
I

B.F. Goodrich Chemical
Group. He has assumed
responsibility for major
latex accounts in the
Atlanta region, including customers in North
and South Carolina. He
and his wife Rebecca
live in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Ahmet
V. Alp MArch '79
DArch '79 writes to
say: "It was a happy
experience for me and
my wife to have been at
Rice for two years. We
will never forget the
warm friendship and
assistance we have been accorded by Rice
Community, Houstonians and other American friends. Following a long and fantastic
journey across U.S. and Europe, I am.riow
back to Istanbul, Turkey and to my academic position at Istanbul Technological
University/Architecture where I teach
"Architectural Design" and "Basic Design"
studios. Hopefully, the coming semester
(summer '80) I'll also start a selective
course entitled "Architectural Psychology."
Love to all ..." He also writes that he's
delighted to receive SALLYPORT, although it
takes three months to arrive.

In Memoriam
Margaret Elizabeth Gillespie Wilson
'19 of Houston on February 15, 1980;
Kate W. Sims '22 of Houston on February 15, 1980; Dorothy Bethany Helprin
'30 of Connecticut on January 20, 1980;
Irvin M. Lurie '30 of Houston on March
2, 1980; James Trotter Swanson '31 of
Houston on January 30, 1980; Truman B.
Douty '33 of Houston on January 19,
1980; Pauline Lechenger Morgenstern
'36 of Houston on March 7, 1980; Leroy
Shook '36 of Houston on February 29,
1980; Dr. George V. Miller '40 of Bellaire on February 9, 1980; Walter G.
Olin, Jr. '40 of Houston on March 10,
1980; Robert L. Chuoke '53 of Houston
on February 8, 1980; Karen Lynda
Kitchell, daughter of Jim Kitchell '61 and
Sherry Kitchell'64 on January 10, 1980.

CLASSNOTES. We hear from lots of alumni and many of them say, "When I get my
SALLYPORT, the first thing I turn to is the Classnotes section." If Baby has sprouted a tooth,
you've moved to Timbuktu, or you've joined the birdwatcher's club, write. P.S. Send black
and white pictures.

ADVANCED DEGREES
Back in November 1979, Hans Reiter MA
'50 PhD '52 wrote to Professor Sam
Carrington, Head Librarian, in which he
recounted his memories of studying at Fondren Library. He said: "There were three
PhD's in Mathematics at Rice in 1952: Jim
Douglas Jr. MA '50 PhD '52, now Professor at the University of Chicago, Paul
E. Pfeiffer BS '38 MS '48 PhD '52,
now Professor of Electrical Engineering at
Rice, and the writer of this letter, now Professor at the University of Vienna, Austria.
"In 1951 each of us was working on his
thesis in the Fondren Library. I remember
that we used to tell each other of any progress we were making in our work — and
even though we were working in rather different branches of mathematics and did not
quite understand the technical details of
each other's work. The enthusiasm with
which each of us was working on his thesis
was truly 'infectious.' Jim and Paul were
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Summer School for
Younger Students
For juniors and senior high
school students, including
those who have completed
the sixth grade before June
1980, Rice's education
depart'oent, in conjunction
with the Spring Branch Independent School District, is
again offering summer school
courses in both enrichment
(noncredit) and credit
programs.
Enrichment courses are
open to both junior and senior
high school students and are
taught by Rice teacher trainees under the supervision of
master teachers. The programs last from June 3

Rice University SALLYPORT P.O. Box 1892 Houston TX 77001

to July 11. Art, languages,
math, and sciences are all
on the docket.
Senior high school
students are also offered
credit courses in English.
math, sciences, and social
studies. They start on June 2
and run through to July 3. For
more information on either
program, contact the department of education,(713) 5274826. Register as soon as
possible.
Dive in, the water's great.
/H A9 NOLIV1,1.160771

Summer Program '80
Summer Program '80 is open
to currently enrolled Rice
students and to applicants
outside Rice, both undergraduates and degree holders.
The program provides intensive study opportunities in
courses from astronomy to
Shakespeare to accounting
to logic. Regular session
begins on June 2 and runs
through July 9. Most courses
offer three hours credit.
Deadline for applications is
May 9. For information and
applications contact the Summer School Program at(713)
527-4019.
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Think about the middle of
June — a bad case of tennis
elbow, only one book left to
read on the shelf, and children who say,"we don't have
anything to do," a little too
often. Protect yourself and
your family against the disheartening summer doldrums
by diving into some inviting
new waters. Consider the
Rice summer program.

